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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the Urban Heat Island (UHI) of Omaha, Nebraska, and its effect on deep,
moist convection (DMC) ahead of and along two separate cold frontal boundaries, one with an
attendant pre-frontal pressure trough, on 27 June and 2 July 2008. It is hypothesized that
Omaha’s UHI, working in concert with the surface cold frontal boundaries and/or pre-frontal
pressure troughs, provided the lift required to generate convective cells or enhance pre-existing
convective cells ahead of the southeastward-propagating cold fronts in these two cases. Indeed,
research performed during this investigation provided evidence of convective cell intensification
as cells interacted with Omaha’s UHI. Included in this thesis are discussions on the synoptic,
mesoscale and local atmospheric conditions prior to and during convective cells developing and
interacting with Omaha’s UHI. In an effort to determine the strength of the Omaha UHI and the
role it played in local atmospheric stability profiles and in generating/sustaining convective
development, an emphasis is placed on local meteorological surface observation data and
meteorological radar data in and around the Omaha UHI on 27 June and 2 July 2008.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
1.1.1. Purpose statement/brief introduction of case studies
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze, from an observational perspective, two cases in
which the Omaha, Nebraska (NE), UHI appeared to enhance deep, moist convection (DMC)
ahead of cold frontal/pre-cold frontal surface boundaries. Through analysis of observational data
the author intends to make a compelling argument that the Omaha UHI helped increase the
intensity of DMC in both events. Conclusions contained within this thesis may be applicable to
similar-sized and large urban regions across the Central/Southern Plains and Midwest (examples
of which include, but are not limited to, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Louisville, Oklahoma City,
Tulsa and Wichita), under similar synoptic conditions.
These two cases were selected for analysis because of their many similarities and because
of one major difference. In both cases DMC developed ahead of southeastward-propagating
surface cold fronts, then traveled through the Omaha UHI under somewhat similar synoptic-scale
conditions, as will be shown in Chapters II and III. Convective cells in both instances transited
through Omaha at nearly identical times during the late afternoon, after several hours of intense
surface heating with little cloud cover. The major difference between the convective events was
the speed at which they moved - in excess of 100 kmhr-1 in Case 1, less than 40 kmhr-1 in Case 2.
In Case 1, which occurred on 27 June 2008, a cluster of convective cells developed along
a pre-frontal trough several hours prior to interacting with Omaha’s UHI. As the cells
approached the Omaha UHI they became better organized, rapidly intensifying into a bow-echo
structure. Although they remained well-organized, the cells weakened slightly just before
reaching the Omaha UHI, only to intensify as they interacted with the Omaha UHI. Numerous
severe weather reports and severe convective signatures observed on radar within the Omaha UHI
attest to the increased intensity of the cells as they interacted with the Omaha UHI. Cells
weakened in intensity as they moved east-southeastward away from the Omaha UHI and into
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western Iowa (IA).
During Case 2 convective cells developed 30 - 35 km north of Omaha at approximately
2040 UTC on 2 July 2008 as a surface cold front frontal encountered the 100 - 150 m high bluffs
on the western side of the Missouri River Valley. After their initial short-lived increase in
intensity, the convective cells began to weaken 25 - 35 km north of downtown Omaha. As they
continued to move southeastward, these cells intensified and re-organized into one strong cell
with supercell characteristics while interacting with downtown Omaha. By 2230 UTC the
convection had moved to an area approximately 35 - 40 km south-southeast of the Omaha UHI
and, save for a weak radar signatures aloft, had all but dissipated. Throughout the lifecycle of this
cluster of convective cells, no other showers or thunderstorms were observed within 60 to 65 km
of the Omaha UHI.
1.1.2. Definition/description of the Omaha UHI
According to an estimate by the United States (U.S.) Census Bureau, the city of Omaha’s
compacted urban area was 300 km2 in size, as of 1 July 2000. The Omaha-Council Bluffs
Metropolitan Statistical Area was 11,400 km2/4,400 mi2 in size (as defined by the Office of
Management and Budget), encompassing all or parts of eight counties in east-central NE and
west-central IA. In a 1 July 2006 estimate, Omaha’s population registered 419,545 persons,
while a 1 July 2007 U.S. Census Bureau estimated that the Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan
Statistical Area’s population stood at 829,890 persons. Besides Omaha, Council Bluffs, IA, is the
only other city in the Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan Statistical Area with a population over
50,000 persons (size: 102.7 km2, population estimate: 60,271 persons as of 1 July 2007). Council
Bluffs is located directly to the east of Omaha across the Missouri River. Other smaller urban
clusters within the Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan Statistical Area include, but are not
limited to, Bellevue, NE (size: 33.7 km2 as of 1 July 2000, population estimate: 48,391 persons as
of 1 July 2007), located approximately 13 km south-southeast of Omaha; Ralston, NE (population
estimate: 6,314 persons as of 1 July 2007), located approximately 13 km west-southwest of
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Omaha; La Vista, NE (population estimate: 16,411 persons as of 1 July 2007), located
approximately 16 km southwest of Omaha; and Papillion, NE (population estimate: 22,222
persons as of 1 July 2007), located approximately 19 km from Omaha’s urban center.
For the purposes of this thesis Omaha’s UHI - those commercial, industrial and
residential areas within the Omaha metropolitan region contributing to warmer surface and lower
boundary layer conditions - will be defined as the southeastern three-fifths of Douglas County,
NE, the northeastern three-fifths of Sarpy County, NE, and the southeastern one-tenth of
Pottawattamie County, IA. By this definition, the Omaha UHI encompasses approximately 1300
km2 and includes the cities of Council Bluffs, IA, and Bellevue, Ralston, La Vista and Papillion
in NE - considerably smaller than the U.S. Census Bureau’s Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan
Statistical Area, but easier to utilize when analyzing its impact on smaller mesoscale atmospheric
phenomena.

1.2 Literature review
1.2.1. Background
In the early 18th century, much of Earth's human population lived in small farming
communities. Between the late 18th and early 19th century, though, the Industrial Revolution
resulted in the creation of more jobs in the cities (urban areas) than in rural areas. People began
moving to cities to live and work. Corresponding advances in medicine in the years after the
Industrial Revolution led to healthier babies and longer human life spans. Explosive growth in
both the number and size of cities around the world ensued. With more people living and
working in cities, more buildings, factories and vehicles (hereafter referred to as the urban fabric)
were constructed. The materials and chemicals used in constructing this urban fabric (and used
by the urban fabric) were and are very good at storing, generating and releasing large quantities
of energy and heat. It is this urban fabric-related increase in energy/heat that is termed the UHI.
Price (1979) estimated that air temperatures in large cities are typically 2° - 4°C greater than air
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temperatures in surrounding rural regions. As will be discussed throughout this chapter, UHI
research suggests that this temperature difference aids in the initiation/enhancement of convective
thunderstorm development over and just downwind of major urban areas by, among other
processes, helping to destabilize the boundary layer.
In 1820, Luke Howard, an amateur meteorologist in England was the first to speculate
that large cities such as London, England, had a UHI. Over one hundred years later, in 1927,
August Schmauss built on this idea, postulating that urban areas enhanced precipitation. As
evidence, he noted an 11% increase of mean annual precipitation over eastern Munich, Germany
than over other portions of Munich (Harnack and Landsberg 1975). With advancing technology
in the 1960s and 1970s, researchers were able to evaluate the UHI's impact on convection and
precipitation with greater detail, hence the number of UHI studies increased substantially during
this time. METROMEX (Metropolitan Meteorological Experiment) was the first large-scale
project to study the effects of the UHI on convection and precipitation in and around a major
metropolitan area - St. Louis, Missouri. Completed by the Illinois State Water Survey in 1977,
this comprehensive study provided discussion, conclusions and additional theories on how a UHI
develops, setting the stage for future UHI-related research projects, both large (RAPS - the
Regional Air Pollution Study, conducted in the mid-1980s) and small. Recent research has
included model simulations of UHI-enhanced convection and how urban sprawl has impacted
when and where convection develops in and around the urban environment.
1.2.2. Sensible heat and moisture fluxes in the boundary layer over an urban area
To understand how the UHI affects the spatial and temporal distribution of convection,
one must first comprehend how the urban fabric alters the vertical and horizontal structures of the
urban boundary layer temperature and moisture fields. In an early study on temperature and
moisture distribution over a large city, Chandler (1965) showed that London, England has a large
heat island effect and that sometimes the city air is more humid than the surrounding rural areas.
Armed with this information, Atkinson (1971) studied a 1955 thunderstorm that developed as it
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propagated over London. Noting a wet bulb potential temperature maximum over the city a few
hours prior to thunderstorm development, Atkinson suggested that as the convective cell
approached the city, warm moist air from within London was drawn into the cell, contributing to
the storm's rapid growth.
Further UHI research focused the urban boundary layer in greater detail. In a sensible
heat flux experiment conducted in Vancouver, British Columbia, a large urban area, Yap and Oke
(1974) discovered that the cityscape did indeed contain large variations in heat flux at a rooftop
level of approximately 13 meters. During their period of study
(5 July 1972 - 1 September 1972), they recognized that the daytime sensible heat flux (Qh) was
directed upward (away from) the urban fabric and was in phase with the net radiation (Q*),
reaching a peak about midday (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Example diurnal variation of the urban net radiation and sensible heat flux over
Vancouver. From Yap and Oke (1974).
Torrance and Shum (1976) estimated the typical energy consumption rate in large cities
to be in the 20 - 100 Wm-2 range, leading to substantially more energy radiated away from a
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typical large city than surrounding rural areas, in large part due to the high urban surface
temperatures. Expanding on this estimation, Oke (1982) listed four potential sources of the
daytime UHI in the boundary layer: elevated levels of shortwave radiation absorption,
anthropogenic heat generation, enhanced surface heat flux and increased entrainment of dry,
warm air from above the daytime inversion.
Researchers not only studied UHI impacts during peak heating hours, they also delved
into how the UHI behaved during the late afternoon, evening and overnight hours. Yap and Oke
(1974) found that on many days, late afternoon/early evening Qh/Q* ratios remained quite high.
This led them to hypothesize that the huge amounts of heat stored in the urban fabric throughout
the day are released just before sunset due to the geometric configuration of the building elements
- that is, the larger buildings began to cast large shadow areas. This, too, is consistent with the
conclusions of Oke and East (1971), Hage (1972) and Oke and Maxwell (1974), who noted a
rapid growth in the UHI just before sunset. Regarding the nighttime UHI, Yap and Oke (1974)
found that the sensible heat flux was again directed away from the urban surface, opposite from
what occurred in rural areas. Prior to this result, a UHI-related investigation by Munn and
Stewart (1967) found that nighttime urban temperature inversions were not very common. This
lack of reversal in the sensible heat flux at night was considered by Yap and Oke (1974) to be a
partial explanation for the UHI. Hildebrand and Ackerman (1984) concurred, adding that the
UHI is enhanced at night is a result of three factors: anthropogenic heat production, urban thermal
inertia, and the relatively thin nocturnal boundary layer.
In a study on convective precipitation in the Washington, D. C. metropolitan area,
Harnack and Landsberg (1975) took the aforementioned UHI-related ideas a different direction.
They theorized that steep low-level lapse rates and high low-level temperatures create higher
mixing depths. These increased mixing depths, they reasoned, may increase the likelihood of
convectively-produced precipitation in urban areas. Harnack and Landsberg (1975) also observed
that although the low-level moisture values were similar for both the urban and adjacent suburban
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areas, the suburban air had lower surface temperatures by an average of 1° - 3ºC in cases they
studied. Warmer near-surface urban air led to higher mixing levels which enabled easier
penetration of the level of free convection (LFC). Once the LFC had been penetrated, DMC
ensued, producing heavy rainfall east of Washington, D.C.
Two interesting aspects of UHI-related sensible heat fluxes are their vertical
structure/extent and the impact of wind on the strength of UHI-induced heat and moisture fluxes
within the boundary layer. Ackerman et al. (1978) and Kropfli and Kohn (1978) determined that
the St. Louis thermal plume extended to 1.5 km and, in some cases, higher. In a separate study,
Keen and Lyons (1978) found that the Chicago thermal plume extended to 1 - 1.5 km (with some
influence by the breeze from Lake Michigan). A 1 - 1.5 km deep UHI-induced thermal plume
was found by METROMEX researchers, as well as Changnon (1980), to be sufficient to drive the
development of DMC.
The vertical extent of UHI-driven thermal plumes within the boundary layer over large
cities should be maximized when winds in the boundary layer are very light because heat is not
transported horizontally far away from its source by wind. Likewise, UHI-enhanced moisture
(flux) plumes should be maximized vertically within the urban boundary layer when winds are
light as evaporative effects would be minimized. Indeed, Hildebrand and Ackerman (1984)
determined that the urban heat flux profile and the urban vertical moisture flux profile within the
boundary layer differed significantly from the corresponding rural vertical profiles. As expected,
they found the temperature profile over the urban areas was warmer than the rural temperature
profile, while the urban vertical moisture flux profile increased in magnitude with height and had
a greater magnitude higher in the boundary layer than the rural profile. Hildebrand and
Ackerman (1984) also ascertained that the urban thermal and moisture anomalies within the
boundary layer decreased as wind speed increased, while the strength of the vertical heat flux,
vertical turbulent kinetic energy and vertical transport of turbulent kinetic energy anomalies all
decreased with increasing wind speeds.
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As implied by Yap and Oke (1974), the urban surface plays a major role in UHIenhanced heat fluxes, as well as kinetic energy fluxes. Observations taken in the St. Louis area
during METROMEX revealed that the warm, rough urban surface promoted increased mixing
and convection within the boundary layer (Changnon et al 1981). This idea was further
corroborated by a UHI simulation performed by Hildebrand and Ackerman (1984). In their
simulation, urban surface roughness led to profiles of the along-wind (x-axis), cross-wind (y-axis)
and vertical (z-axis) components of turbulent kinetic energy that illustrated that the urban area
was considerably more turbulent than adjacent rural areas. Garcia-Cueto et al. (2007) also noted
that land use, especially in the urban canopy layer, transfers its thermal properties to the boundary
layer through a vertical turbulent exchange of sensible (and latent) heat.
Moisture has a notable impact on the intensity of the UHI. Yap and Oke (1974) reported
that after a 3 inch rain over a 120-hour period in Vancouver, the sensible heat flux within the city
was significantly reduced the following 5 days, suggesting that an excess of moisture within the
urban fabric reduces UHI strength (Figure 1.2). Water has a high heat capacity, so the addition of
a considerable amount of water to the urban fabric should reduce the urban fabric's ability to store
and re-radiate heat and energy. After a heavy rainfall, there is also a greater amount of water
vapor (for a period of time) in the lower boundary layer allowing for more scattering and
absorption of shortwave radiation before it reaches the urban fabric. Lower amounts of
shortwave energy reaching the urban fabric should result in weaker UHIs. While exploring
Atlanta's UHI, Dixon and Mote (2003) showed that this is what occurs.
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Figure 1.2: Energy flux density over Vancouver before (left), after (right) a prolonged rainfall.
From Yap and Oke (1974).
A synopsis of UHI-induced heat and moisture fluxes would not be complete without a
brief discussion about some of the largest sensible heat contributors within the urban landscape nuclear power parks and industrial areas. Orville et al. (1981) used model simulations to show
that sensible heat from nuclear power parks has a large positive effect on convective cloud
development. In a Mexicali, Mexico, UHI study, Garcia-Cueto et al. (2007) concluded that
industrial parks are more efficient at enhancing the UHI than residential areas.
1.2.3. Heat Island Circulation (HIC)
The HIC has been observed since the 1960s (Pooler 1963; Findlay and Hirt 1969).
Ohashi and Kida (2002) describe the heat island circulation as resulting from the difference in the
sensible heat transport from the surface to the lower atmosphere caused by the different land
surface properties of urban and suburban areas. While Section 1.2.2 included a discussion on
UHI-related heat fluxes, Section 1.2.3 builds on this theme by showing how UHI-enhanced heat
fluxes drive the HIC and how the HIC interacts with synoptic-scale influences.
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Beginning in the 1970s, several UHI studies have examined the vertical and horizontal
structures of the HIC. While analyzing several thunderstorm case studies, Harnack and
Landsberg (1975) determined that the Washington, D.C. HIC was a thermally direct circulation
characterized by convergence of flow into the warmest area. Ackerman (1974a, b) observed that
the HIC is composed of torroidal (roll vortex) type circulations. She found urban circulations and
increased eddy turbulence over the urban regions when compared with rural areas. When
synoptic scale-driven wind speeds were considered in the St. Louis HIC, higher wind speeds
(greater than 6 m/s) favored roll vortices, which, when formed in response to the urban surface
became locked in place. Surface convergences for typical summer days were found to be on the
order of 2 x 10-4s-1, while Ackerman (1977), Wong and Dirks (1978) and Shreffler (1978, 1979)
noted St. Louis UHI/HIC updrafts speeds of 0.1 ms-1. Numerical model simulations of the
boundary layer over St. Louis (Vukovich et al. 1976; Vukovich and Dunn 1978; Hjemfelt, 1981)
also yielded very similar results.

Figure 1.3: The St. Louis Heat Island Circulation on 8 August 1973; the urban area is hatched,
wind vectors are 30 minute wind perturbation displacements; divergence is contoured in 10-4/s
intervals; divergent areas in the boundary layer are shaded; solid horizontal lines indicate the
location of aircraft data collected. From Hildebrand and Ackerman (1984).
Kurbatskii (2001) also performed model simulations of a representative big-city HIC,
noticing that the model-simulated HIC was characterized by a pair of vortices. He posited that
the modeled flow above the vortex pair could be explained by the local circulation over a heat
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island, where heat is not transported from the urban surface into the upper atmosphere; it is
accumulated in local circulations (within the boundary layer) and rises over the heat island due to
enhanced low-level convergence. In his model-simulated HIC, Kurbatskii (2001) investigated
temperature, velocity and buoyancy profiles. He observed that velocity maxima existed at the
center of the HIC plume, while the maximum values of velocity decreased away from the center
as downward-directed air flow aloft became more pronounced. His simulations produced regions
of enhanced positive buoyancy that were located in the lower section of plume with an area of
weak negative buoyancy near the interface layer. The vertical temperature profiles inside
Kurbatskii's model-simulated plumes showed what he referred to as a "swelling". Interestingly,
temperatures inside the plumes were lower than temperatures outside plumes at the same height.
These lower inside-plume temperatures corresponded with a region of negative buoyancy.
As a result of the surface roughness within the city, any synoptic-scale flow can become
disrupted due to the HIC, and vice versa. If synoptic-scale (environmental) flow is light, but from
a persistent direction, the UHI/HIC can produce a kind of "block", where flow becomes
somewhat diffuse and is diverted around the city, resulting in convergence downwind of the
urban area. Low-level convergence associated with the HIC can also be shifted downwind due if
the environmental flow is strong enough (from a persistent direction) to force the HIC away from
the center of the city. Vukovich (1971), Bornstein (1975), Yu and Wagner (1975), Kimura
(1976) and Sawai (1978) examined the influence of synoptic-scale winds on the HIC and
suggested that synoptic-scale winds resulted in the weakening of the HIC while shifting it
downwind. Similar results were found by Rozoff and Cotton (2003), who went one step further
by adding momentum and energy fluxes interactions to model simulations of the St. Louis
UHI/HIC. They determined that these types of feedbacks modify the HIC in such a fashion as to
force the convergence zone to shift downwind of the city. Momentum and energy fluxes caused
by the roughness of the urban surface and uneven heating slowed both the environmental wind
and wind driven by the HIC, decreasing the strength of UHI circulation, lessening downwind
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convergence, ultimately leading to later downwind convective development.
Topography near large cities also impacts the HIC and UHI-related convection. When
urban areas are very close to steep topography, topographically-induced circulations tend to
dominate and initiate convection. Where topography is not quite so steep near an urban region,
the UHI and HIC are affected, just not to the extent they are when the urban areas is close to steep
topography. Changnon (1981) showed that hills ranging up to 1000 feet in elevation
approximately 20 - 25 miles southwest of St. Louis did enhance convection, but in a later study of
the St. Louis HIC, Rozoff and Cotton (2003) determined the St. Louis HIC plays the largest role
in initiating deep convection.
1.2.4. Synoptic- and meso-scale conditions necessary for UHI-generated convection
Throughout the past several decades, researchers have studied the impacts the preexisting synoptic and mesoscale conditions have on UHI-induced (or enhanced) convection. As
the urban heat island effect is most pronounced in the May to August (summer) timeframe (Huff
and Changnon 1972; Changnon 1978), Section 1.2.4 focuses on the synoptic-scale set-up most
favorable for UHI-induced convection in summer.
Several studies have confirmed that in the absence of a frontal system, squall line, or a
lake breeze, UHI-initiated thunderstorms can develop in a marginally unstable environment, that
is, one in which low-level air would need to be lifted in some manner in order to realize free
convection (Changnon 1980). Additional heat provided by the UHI becomes the ingredient
necessary to de-stabilize the lower troposphere enough for convection to penetrate beyond
(above) the level of free convection. Atkinson (1970) implied as much when he showed than in
calm conditions, warm low level temperatures (29°C) over London can help generate a
thunderstorm. Harnack and Landsberg (1975) also asserted that this is the case when stating that
mesoscale forcing such as extra urban heating is often the decisive factor in initiating shower-type
rainfall over and downwind of the city when the synoptic situation is marginal for DMC. In their
1975 Washington, D.C. UHI paper, Harnack and Landsberg found that despite similar synoptic-
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scale conditions in at least three of the cases they studied, convection was not generated by the
UHI in one of the cases because the atmosphere was too stable aloft. Westcott (1995) posited that
enhancement of lightning activity produced by UHI-initiated thunderstorms is greatest during
afternoon hours when the atmosphere is generally at its most unstable (due to the warm boundary
layer) and is most apt to produce convective storms. Dixon and Mote (2003) strengthened this
argument in their conclusions, noting that under weak synoptic flow, if the atmosphere is slightly
unstable (i.e., characterized by a weak inversion observed on the morning sounding, high
moisture content and stability indices that would not otherwise signal that convection is likely),
the anomalous heating associated with the UHI may act to initiate convection.
Sufficient low-level moisture is the second significant atmospheric ingredient required
prior to UHI-triggered thunderstorms. Without moisture, dry convection or no convection may
be the result. Huff and Changnon (1972) described an urban-induced suppression effect on
downwind convectively-generated precipitation in dry summers. Dixon and Mote (2003)
concurred, observing that if the atmosphere is very dry, UHI-induced thunderstorms do not
develop. Regarding wet summers, Huff and Changnon (1972) identified a greater than 10%
increase in precipitation accumulation downwind of the St. Louis UHI. Dixon and Mote (2003)
found similar results - vertical atmospheric soundings averaged across an entire 24-hour period
on days when UHI-initiated rainfall was greatest showed much higher dewpoints (as much as 5°C
higher) below the 550 hPa level than on average (no significant increase in UHI-generated
precipitation) days.
Light synoptic-/meso-scale winds are a third characteristic of favorable atmospheric
conditions before UHI-generated thunderstorms develop. If boundary layer winds become too
strong, the UHI may be weakened, may be forced downflow away from the main heat source or
may not even have chance to form. Light to calm boundary layer winds optimize the UHI effect
by ensuring the heat plume remains over its source (the urban fabric).
An example of the effect that boundary layer winds have on UHI-initiated convection
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comes from Changnon (1980). When pre-convection surface winds in the Chicago metropolitan
region were westerly, rain maxima were focused east of the city. When pre-convection surface
winds were easterly, rain maxima were focused west of the city.
1.2.5. UHI Impacts on convection in and around selected cities
Much of the research on the UHI has concluded that the UHI either initiates or enhances
thunderstorm activity. This section explores how the UHI impacts thunderstorm activity over and
downwind of several major urban areas.
As established in Section 1.2.4., UHI-driven thunderstorm activity peaks in the
summertime. Within the summer “day” a few definite daytime and nighttime peaks exist. The
first of these peaks occurs in the afternoon/evening hours, when the urban fabric is at its warmest
and the UHI is at its strongest. A second peak was noted by Huff and Changnon (1972), who
observed that the largest relative frequency of urban-isolated storms (i.e. single cells) in the St.
Louis urban area existed in the morning hours. They suggested that heat generated by the city is
a major cause. In a later paper, Changnon (1980) postulated that urban thermodynamic factors
may act to destabilize any nocturnal inversion that develops, allowing mixing of urban air with
cloud systems earlier in the day. Later studies revealed that the nighttime low-level jet and
nighttime boundary layer wind maxima both contribute significantly to the nighttime
thunderstorm maxima in and around urban areas.
When pre-existing convection (such as that which exists in a squall line or ahead of a
frontal boundary) approaches an urban area, the UHI can enhance convection. Results from St.
Louis showed a high tendency for UHI enhancement to thunderstorms to occur in certain synoptic
conditions such as ahead of cold fronts, pressure troughs and in squall lines/zones. That same
tendency was recognized for Chicago (Changnon 1980); squall zones gave highest percentage
increases in urban cell volume (145% greater than control cells in Changnon’s 1980 study); cold
front thunderstorm volumes increased by 51% and squall line thunderstorm volumes increased by
35%. Changnon (1980) also observed that squall line and cold front rain events concentrated
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maxima in downwind areas.
The size of an urban area can have a significant impact on the distribution of UHIinitiated thunderstorms and their attendant hazards. Larger urban areas tend to generate greater
UHI-initiated thunderstorm effects than smaller urban areas, in terms of both size and severity.
Changnon (1980) found that Chicago’s major impact area (that is, the area most affected by UHI
enhancement to convective activity) extended 50 km downwind of the UHI - much farther than
the 20 - 25 km extent of St. Louis’ major impact area found in previous studies. Increased UHIgenerated precipitation was typically observed within 50 km downwind of Chicago, reflecting
increases of 5 - 25% over background (rural) values (Sanderson and Gorski 1978; Huff and Vogel
1978; Braham and Dungey 1978; Changnon 1981). Theilen et al. (2000) used a meso-gammascale model to lend further credence to this conclusion - their model simulations suggested that
stronger UHIs tended to produce more localized effects on rainfall and weaker UHIs affected
rainfall at some distance downwind of the heat island.
Westcott (1995) found similar results in her study on summertime lightning activity
around major Midwestern cities (Figure 1.4d). She stated that some evidence exists that the
urban effect on lightning frequency increased with urban size. An enhancement of cloud-toground (CG) flash frequency on the order of 40 - 85% was observed at several large cities, such
as Dallas-Fort Worth, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, Columbus and Omaha. For many cities, the
total number of CG flashes was found to occur more frequently within/downwind of the urban
area than for the western upwind area. Other UHI studies have corroborated these results.
Localized peaks in CG flash densities have been observed for large urban areas such as Houston
(Orville et al., 2001; Steiger et al., 2002). Hail-day (the number of days with hail) occurrences
(Figure 1.4b) also tend to maximize in the same region as urban-induced rainfall (Huff and
Changnon 1972, Figure 1.4a). Likewise, in two Chicago severe-weather case studies, Changnon
(1980) showed that the strongest cells were generated over and just downwind of the UHI (Figure
1.4c).
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Figure 1.4: (a) Summer Rainfall Ratio Patterns for St. Louis 1941 – 1968; (b) Hail day pattern
(summer) - St. Louis 1949 - 1965. From Huff and Changnon (1972). (c) Echo tracks for > 50
dBZ storms on 17 June and 8 July 1977 over Chicago. From Changnon (1980). (d) Significant
changes in cloud-to-ground flash frequency from the upwind to the downwind area for storms
grouped by flash frequencies of (A) 5 - 50, (B) 51 - 500, (C) 501 - 5000, (D) 5001 - 15000, (E) >
15000, and for all storms. Plus signs (+) refer to significant increases in the urban area and minus
signs (-) refer to significant decreases. Circles denote no storms in the category. From Westcott
(1995).
In his 2004 study on urban lightning hazards for Atlanta, Stallins observed that after
1997, the distribution of maxima of flash density became less organized. He theorized that the
intensification of localized heating nodes in surrounding suburban areas (due to increases in
residential and commercial buildings/roads, etc., known as “urban sprawl”) especially north and
east of Atlanta (in Gwinnett and Dekalb counties) may have begun to create their own UHIs,
enhancing surrounding flash densities (Figure 1.5). Stone and Rodgers had previously arrived at
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similar results in their 2001 Atlanta thunderstorm study.

Figure 1.5: Atlanta lightning statistics, 1992 - 2000. From Stallins (2004).
In addition to urban sprawl, Harnack and Landsberg (1975) postulated that there are five
problems encountered while trying to resolve the exact causes of UHI-generated convection and
precipitation anomalies: orography, bodies of water, lack of a dense MesoNet, unreliability of
interpreting precipitation measurements/limited sampling area/data and a lack of documentation.
Pielke et al. (1997) added to that list by including building type and land cover. A few of these
have already been discussed. Others will be discussed in during analysis of the case studies
presented in this dissertation.

1.3 Organization and methodology
First, Case 1 (27 June 2008) is examined. Included in the investigation are analyses of
the synoptic conditions, surface observations, Skew-T Log-P vertical atmosphere soundings and
meteorological radar data prior to, during, and shortly after convective cells interacted with the
Omaha UHI. Case 2 (2 July 2008) is then evaluated, with in-depth analyses of the synoptic
conditions, surface observations, Skew-T Log-P vertical atmosphere soundings, and
meteorological radar data. A summary of findings concludes this research project.
Upper-air observational datasets analyzed in this study are comprised of twice daily
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rawinsonde soundings (1200 UTC and 0000 UTC), which are supplemented by 1800 UTC
model-based soundings to gain a better understanding of how atmospheric conditions evolved as
convective cells developed and moved through the Omaha UHI. Surface observations used in
this research project consist of MesoWest data courtesy of the University of Utah and are
supplemented by Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS) data and Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) data from several sites within 120 km of the Omaha UHI. To show
the evolution of the Omaha UHI through the day, hourly observations from reporting sites within
65 km of the center of Omaha's UHI are compared, beginning at 16 GMT and ending at 23 GMT
for both case studies. A somewhat more in-depth analysis of surface observations in and around
the Omaha UHI occurs between 21 GMT and 23 GMT on in both Case 1 and Case 2, when
convective cells are most influenced by the Omaha UHI.
Meteorological radar products for both Case 1 and Case 2 consist of NEXRAD Level II
data sets from 2000 UTC to 2400 UTC. These data sets were acquired from the National
Climatic Data Center then thoroughly analyzed using GR Level II Analyst. The evolution of
significant convective radar signatures as the cells developed, moved into and interacted with the
Omaha UHI, and ultimately moved away from the Omaha UHI are described in some detail.
Contained within the discussion are analyses of several base reflectivity scans as well as Digital
Vertically Integrated Liquid (DVIL), Maximum Estimated Hail Size (MEHS) and base
reflectivity cross-sections. Somewhat shorter discussions on lower elevation base velocity and
storm relative velocity (SRV) scans as well as base velocity cross-sections are also included to
add to the examination of the effects of the Omaha UHI on storm structure. This paper ends with
conclusions reached as a result of upper-air, surface and weather radar data analysis.
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF CASE 1 - 27 JUNE 2008
2.1. Introduction
A cluster of convective cells developed over north-central Nebraska between 1700 UTC
and 1800 UTC on 27 June 2008, just ahead of a southeastward-propagating surface cold front.
As the cluster of DMC moved southeastward in linear fashion, cells in the southern half of the
line began to intensify quite rapidly after 1830 UTC and accelerate rapidly towards the southeast.
While interacting with the Omaha UHI between 2130 UTC and 2215 UTC, these fast-moving
cells were at their peak intensity; as they continued to move southeastward several tens of km
away from the Omaha UHI, the cells began to weaken as the impacts of the Omaha UHI lessened.
The first part of this chapter focuses on the synoptic and mesoscale-alpha (200 - 2000
km) atmospheric conditions prior to and shortly after the convection interacted with the Omaha
UHI. A discussion on mesoscale-beta (20 - 200 km) conditions, specifically surface observations
showing signatures associated with the Omaha UHI, and how the Omaha UHI likely set the
conditions for and ultimately enhanced convective cells follows. Next, a detailed analysis of
meteorological radar data - mesoscale-gamma (1 - 20 km) extending into the mesoscale-beta
range - during the DMC’s interaction with the Omaha UHI highlights where and how the Omaha
UHI impacted the convection.

2.2. Methodology
To obtain an understanding of how the synoptic and mesoscale-alpha conditions changed
from the morning to the evening, twice-daily rawinsonde soundings (1200 UTC 27 June 2008 and
0000 UTC 28 June 2008) from upper-air stations in the northern and central plains are utilized.
Tropospheric levels scrutinized include the upper levels, comprised of 300 hPa observations, the
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middle levels, comprised of 500 hPa and 700 hPa observations, and the lower levels, comprised
of 850 hPa, 925 hPa, and surface observations (Figures 2.1 - 2.3). As with the levels above it,
however, this surface analysis is limited to a discussion of synoptic and mesoscale-alpha surface
features such as fronts and troughs as well as general surface conditions (temperature, dewpoint
temperature and wind fields and, to a lesser extent, pressure fields) in the Northern and Central
Plains. Mesoscale-beta surface observational methodology is described below. For the purpose
of this dissertation, mesoscale-beta observations are defined as those surface observations within
a 70 km radius of downtown Omaha. Concluding the upper-air analysis, 1200 UTC 27 June 2008
and 0000 UTC 28 June 2008 Skew-T Log-P vertical atmospheric profile soundings from KOAX
(the Omaha/Valley upper-air station) are analyzed in terms of selected convective parameters as
well as temperature and moisture profiles both prior to and just after convection interacted with
the Omaha UHI (Figure 2.4).
Surface observations from MesoWest (Figures 2.5 and 2.6) are utilized here because the
manner in which these data are displayed allows one to view hourly observations from over 20
surface observing stations within a 70 km radius of downtown Omaha at the same time and in one
image. This type of viewing mode enables easier identification of UHI signatures such as the
characteristic “bubble” of warmer temperatures within and just downwind of Omaha. In some
instances within the study period, UHI signatures are also visible in dewpoint temperature, wind
(both speed and direction) and pressure fields, so this analysis will focus on these fields.
Evaluation of mesoscale-beta surface observations focuses on the 1600 UTC to 2300
UTC 27 June 2008 timeframe for two reasons. First, as this timeframe falls within daytime
heating hours, the evolution of the warmer Omaha UHI may be compared to surface conditions in
the surrounding rural environment. Second, the impact of the Omaha UHI on surface weather
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conditions in the surrounding rural areas may be investigated.
Within the analysis of surface observations are brief discussions that focus on two
challenges associated with surface observations. First is the manner in which surface
observations are recorded. The second challenge includes both the lack of surface observations
and the lack of an evenly spaced grid of surface observations in the Omaha urban region and
surrounding rural regions. Finally, theories are presented about how the warmer temperatures
within the Omaha UHI likely helped enhance DMC and how the Omaha UHI may have
influenced wind (field) patterns, which appear to have increased upward vertical motion
necessary for the intensification of convective cells.
As outlined in Chapter I, meteorological radar products consist of NEXRAD Level II
data sets from 2000 UTC to 2400 UTC - the timeframe during which convective cells
approached, then interacted with the Omaha UHI. Data sets were acquired from the National
Climatic Data Center, then systematically interrogated by the author using the GR Level II
Analyst display format. Base reflectivity (Figures 2.7 and 2.8) and base reflectivity cross section
products are evaluated in the greatest detail with a concentration on the 2100 UTC - 2245 UTC
27 June 2008 timeframe. Base velocity products and derived products such as Digital Vertically
Integrated Liquid (DVIL; Figure 2.10), Maximum Estimated Hail Size (MEHS; Figure 2.11),
Storm Relative Velocity (SRV; Figure 2.9) and base velocity cross sections are also evaluated
with a concentration on the aforementioned timeframe as intensification signatures show up best
in these products. It is expected that the warmer surface temperatures associated with the Omaha
UHI increase local instability and upward vertical motions, allowing for enhanced vertical cloud
development and increased water and ice loading within convective cell updrafts, thereby
resulting in more intense precipitation echoes within the downdrafts. Beginning this discourse
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are explanations of the challenges associated with radar data, including the “cone of silence”
dilemma, which arises from close horizontal proximity of convective cells to the radar, and
vertical spacing issues arising from the way the radar scans the atmosphere vertically. The
primary investigation includes discussions on the initial development of convective cells, the
observed enhancement of convective cells as they interact with the Omaha UHI (especially the
Omaha UHI), the weakening of convective cells a few km east of the Omaha UHI, the initiation
and development of other strong convective cells over the southern portion of the Omaha UHI,
merging and further strengthening of cells east of the Omaha UHI and the weakening of
convective cells across western IA several minutes after cell merging. Additionally, discussions
on vertical storm structure and theories as to why the fast-moving cells in this case organized into
a more pronounced bow-echo structure as they interacted with the Omaha UHI are presented.

2.3. Synoptic and regional-scale observations analysis
2.3.1. Upper-level analysis
Just over eight hours prior to convective cells interacting with Omaha’s UHI, a transient
positively-tilted upper level trough extended from western Saskatchewan/eastern Alberta,
Canada, southward through northeastern Colorado (CO). A 51 ms-1 wind maximum was
transiting southeastward through southern Alberta into central Montana (MT), while a region of
enhanced divergence was evident ahead of the digging wind maximum in southwestern North
Dakota (ND)/northwestern South Dakota (SD). Another weaker wind maximum (with a velocity
of approximately 33 ms-1 was present within the upper-level ridging over southern Minnesota
(MN). Eastern NE was located in 23 ms-1 cyclonic, slightly divergent west-southwesterly flow
beneath the right rear quadrant of the wind maximum located in southern MN. Cold air advection
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(CAA) was evident aloft across the northern plains as temperatures decreased from -36ºC over
eastern NE/western IA to -42ºC over southern ND (Figure 2.1a).
By 0000 UTC 28 June 2008, the transient upper-level trough had become negatively
tilted and extended from eastern Saskatchewan/western Manitoba, Canada, southeastward into
western Missouri (MO). A 59 ms-1 wind maximum was moving southeastward from central MT
into western SD. Increased diffluent flow was evident at the nose of the wind maximum,
extending from eastern NE/western IA northeastward into central/northern MN. Eastern NE was
transitioning from divergent flow to convergent west-northwesterly cyclonic flow just behind the
trough axis. The temperature has dropped from -36ºC at 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 to -38ºC over
eastern NE, evidence of weak CAA behind the upper-level trough (Figure 2.2a).
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Figure 2.1: National Weather Service (NWS)/National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)/Storm Prediction Center (SPC) computer-analyzed upper-air maps for 1200 UTC 27
June 2008. (a) 300 hPa: rawinsonde observations, isotachs (blue), streamlines (gray), divergence
(yellow); (b) 500 hPa: rawinsonde observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); (c) 700 hPa:
rawinsonde observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ -4°C (green); (d) 850 hPa:
rawinsonde observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); dewpoint ≥ 8°C (green).
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Figure 2.2: NWS/NCEP/SPC computer-analyzed upper-air maps for 0000 UTC 28 June 2008.
(a) 300 hPa: rawinsonde observations, isotachs (blue), streamlines (gray), divergence (yellow);
(b) 500 hPa: rawinsonde observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); (c) 700 hPa: rawinsonde
observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ -4°C (green); (d) 850 hPa: rawinsonde
observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); dewpoint ≥ 8°C (green).
2.3.2. Mid-level analysis
At 1200 UTC 27 June 2008, eastern NE was located on the western side of a weak 500
hPa-level shortwave trough centered over southwest IA as indicated by 13 ms-1 northwesterly
winds. Weak CAA behind the short-wave trough can be inferred as eastern NE was two degrees
colder than the eastern IA. Ridging was building across central NE/central SD behind the trough
as indicated by both the anti-cyclonically curving winds and increasing heights. Two 500 hPa-
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level shortwave troughs were located in the western Dakotas and eastern MT/eastern Wyoming
(WY), ahead of a strong upper-level trough. Moderate CAA can be observed behind both shortwave troughs (Figure 2.1b).
By 0000 UTC 28 June 2008, eastern NE was located in a region of cyclonic, divergent
flow from eastern NE to northern MN just ahead of a migrating 500 hPa-level trough. Winds
directly over eastern NE were westerly at 28 ms-1, while the temperature had warmed to -7ºC just
ahead of the trough. Such strong directional divergence likely enhanced the potential for DMC
across the eastern NE/western IA region in the preceding few hours. Behind the advancing 500
hPa-level trough, strong CAA existed from the western Dakotas to western MN as shown by the
7°C difference between central ND and east-central MN (Figure 2.2b).
Weak west-southwesterly winds prevailed over eastern NE at 700 hPa at 1200 UTC 27
June 2008, ushering in warmer air (7ºC over eastern IA, 13ºC over southwest Kansas (KS)) ahead
of the strong mid-level trough that extended from Manitoba, Canada, west-southwestward to
northern CO. Behind the trough (which had upper-level support from 500 hPa up to 300 hPa), 10
- 13 ms-1 northwesterly winds across the central and western Dakotas aided in the moderate to
strong CAA occurring across the region, as it was 6ºC in northeastern SD, just behind the trough,
while it was 0ºC in northeastern MT, a distance of roughly 560 km (Figure 2.1c).
By 0000 UTC 28 June 2008, 15 ms-1 westerly winds existed over eastern NE at 700 hPa,
as the mid-level trough partly responsible for generating the convective cells had advanced into
western IA. CAA was occurring across eastern NE at 700 hPa, as well: the temperature was 7ºC,
three degrees cooler than it was 12 hours earlier. Stronger CAA was evident across the Dakotas
as exemplified by the 18 ms-1 northwesterly winds and cooler temperatures across the region
(Figure 2.2c).
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2.3.3. Low-level analysis
At 850 hPa at 1200 UTC 27 June 2008, weak (3 ms-1) southwesterly flow persisted across
eastern NE with an observed temperature of 22ºC and an observed dewpoint of 7ºC in eastern
NE. Strong southerly flow of 15 ms-1 was observed across western NE. Farther north, a trough
was evident across the Dakotas as winds switched from the south-southwest at 10 ms-1 across
southern MN to westerly at 5 - 10 ms-1 in ND and SD. A cold front with strong CAA was
moving through eastern MT. Behind the cold front winds were northwesterly at 15 ms-1 and
temperatures had dropped to 9ºC in northeastern MT, whereas ahead of the cold front,
temperatures in the 16º - 19ºC range were observed across the Dakotas (Figure 2.1d).
By 0000 UTC 28 June 2008, eastern NE was just north of the 850 hPa cold front; winds
had switched to the northwest at 15 ms-1 while the temperature had fallen to 18°C and the
dewpoint had dropped to 6ºC, drops of 4ºC and 1°C, respectively, from what was observed at
1200 UTC 27 June 2008. Likewise, persistent northwesterly flow now existed across the entire
northern plains region at 850 hPa north of the cold front. The strongest CAA (and dry air
advection (DAA)) associated with the front/trough system was evident across ND, where 850 hPa
temperatures had dropped from 16ºC at 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 to 11ºC at 0000 UTC June 2008
and dewpoints had dropped from 9ºC to 4ºC during the same timeframe (Figure 2.2d).
Much of the central and northern plains were under the influence of 10 - 15 ms-1
southwesterly winds at 925 hPa at 1200 UTC 27 June 2008. Warm air advection (WAA) was
especially pronounced from northeastern KS (27ºC) to eastern NE (24ºC) to south-central MN
(19ºC). Dewpoints ranged between 13ºC and 17ºC across the central and northern plains
(Omaha’s dewpoint was observed to be 13°C) indicating that low-level moisture required for
deep, moist convection present. Evidence of the advancing cold front was observed in
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northeastern MT, where the temperature had dropped to 10ºC, the dewpoint had dropped to 6ºC
and winds were northwesterly at 10 ms-1. This was in contrast to the 17ºC temperature and 13°C
dewpoint observed in central ND at the same time in the airmass ahead of the cold front (Figure
2.3a).

Figure 2.3: NWS/NCEP/SPC computer- and forecaster-analyzed upper-air and surface maps. (a)
1200 UTC 27 June 2008 925 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥
12°C (green); (b) 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 surface observations/frontal analysis; (c) 0000 UTC 27
June 2008 925 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ 12°C (green); (d)
1200 UTC 28 June 2008 surface observations/frontal analysis.
By 0000 UTC 28 June 2008 at 925 hPa, somewhat cooler and drier air had surged into
eastern NE. Winds had switched to a northwesterly direction at 13 ms-1 (as seen on the 0000
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UTC June 28 Skew-T; Figure 2.4b), while the temperature and dewpoint had dropped to 20ºC
and 12ºC, a 4°C and 1°C drop respectively from what was observed at 1200 UTC 27 June 2008.
Farther north, 10 - 18 ms-1 northwesterly winds and strong DAA (as observed in the dewpoint
drop of 10ºC from 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 to 0000 UTC 28 June 2008 in northeastern SD) were
key signatures showing the cooler air moving into the region behind the cold front (Figure 2.3c).
At 1200 UTC 27 June 2008, a surface cold front extended from eastern ND/western MN
southwestward into central NE. Surface conditions ahead of the cold front were generally warm
and moist, with temperatures in the 17º - 21ºC range (20°C in eastern NE), dewpoints in the 16º 19ºC range (17°C in eastern NE) and winds either light and variable or light and from a
southeasterly direction across eastern NE/western IA (Figure 2.3b).
Twenty-four hours later (1200 UTC 28 Jun 08) the surface cold front had pushed south of
the IA/NE region with a reinforcing surface trough moving through eastern NE. Across eastern
NE and western IA, surface temperatures had dropped to 16° - 18ºC, dewpoints had fallen to 10°
- 14ºC and winds were light, but from a southwesterly direction, just ahead of the surface trough
(Figure 2.3d).
2.3.4. Sounding analysis
An analysis of the 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 KOAX Skew-T Log-P sounding reveals that
the potential for strong downdraft winds was high; above the shallow radiation inversion, the
temperature-dewpoint spread was greater than 8ºC up to 600 hPa. Above the 600 hPa level, the
temperature-dewpoint spread decreased to less than 5ºC up to 300 hPa. As well, DCAPE (i.e.,
downward convective available potential energy) values of greater than 1100 Jkg-1 were more
than sufficient to support strong downdrafts. Given surface heating and very little change in lowlevel moisture, DCAPE values would have increased through the day, setting the stage for strong
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convective downdraft winds. Within the vertical layer from 830 hPa to approximately 525 hPa,
lapse rates were nearly dry-adiabatic, indicating that this layer of the atmosphere was highly
unstable, thus any air parcel that was forced to rise to 830 hPa would have had no trouble
accelerating vertically up to 525 hPa (and beyond, to the Equilibrium Level). Both surface-based
and mixed-layer convective available potential energy (CAPE), were quite low when calculated
using 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 Skew-T Log-P sounding data, but with modification in the low
levels by intense daytime heating, afternoon CAPE values likely increased to greater than 2000
Jkg-1 during the afternoon, easily high enough to support the development/sustainment of
convective cell updrafts. Shear values of less than 20 ms-1 from 0 to 6 km indicated that
supercells were not likely. Winds from 600 hPa to 375 hPa were nearly unidirectional, thus one
may have deduced that linear convection was possible, given a strong enough forcing mechanism
(Figure 2.4a).

Figure 2.4: KOAX Skew-T Log-P soundings for (a) 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 and (b) 0000 UTC
28 June 2008.
The 0000 UTC 28 June 2008 KOAX Skew-T sounding reveals a much more stable
atmosphere. By this point, convective cells were located east of the Omaha UHI, thus the KOAX
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radar was in the rain-cooled air behind the convection. Rather than the light southwesterly winds
observed between 850 and 725 hPa 12 hours earlier, winds in the low levels had switched to
west/west-northwesterly at 13 - 15 ms-1, either enabling CAA to occur or as a result of the CAA,
thereby increasing the low-level stability. A further increase in stability can be seen in the Lifted
Index (LI). Generally, negative values such as those observed on the 1200 UTC 27 June 2008
Omaha Skew-T Log-P indicate that there was enough instability in the troposphere to promote
DMC due to steep lapse rates in the mid-levels. In this case, by 0000 UTC 28 June 2008, the LI
was a positive number, signaling that steep mid-level lapse rates earlier in the day had given way
to less pronounced mid-level lapse rates in the more stable airmass behind the convective cells
(Figure 2.4b).

2.4. Local surface observations analysis
2.4.1. Challenges associated with surface observations in and around the Omaha UHI
There are very few surface observation stations within the area that constitutes downtown
Omaha. Because of this, it is impossible to give a precise measurement of the strength of the
Omaha UHI. In lieu of a precise measurement, an estimation of the strength of the Omaha UHI is
undertaken. This is accomplished by comparing temperatures recorded by urban observing
stations (those stations within the Omaha urban area, especially those closest to and within the
UHI) with temperatures recorded at adjacent rural observing stations and subtracting the cooler
rural temperatures from the warmer urban temperatures. Inherent challenges in this type of
estimation include location of and calibration of surface observation instrumentation. It is
possible (and will be shown) that the lack of usable surface observations in downtown Omaha
lead to estimations of temperatures within the Omaha UHI on the order of 2º - 4ºC warmer than
surrounding rural regions. This represents a smaller temperature difference than may actually
exist between downtown Omaha and surrounding rural areas. While a difference of 2º - 4°C is a
substantial difference in surface temperatures between the Omaha UHI and adjacent rural areas, it
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is difficult to tell how much of this increase inside the Omaha UHI is a result of calibration
differences between the various types of observing instruments in and around the Omaha urban
region. Calibration differences may result in observed temperature and dewpoint values either
slightly cooler or slightly warmer than actual. Instrument location(s) may also account for
differences in surface temperatures. For instance, an automated observing system surrounded by
concrete and asphalt may record a considerably warmer temperature than an automated observing
system surrounded by grass and vegetation due to fluctuations in albedo, heat/radiation storage
(and release) and evapotranspiration by vegetation.
Ideally, a dedicated network of surface observing stations at evenly spaced intervals of 1
km in and around eastern NE and western IA, with sub-grid spacing of one-half km or less within
the Omaha urban region would allow for a more precise measurement of the strength of the
Omaha UHI. Although this is not the case, there are over 20 sporadically-spaced observing
stations, most of which are automated, within a 60 km radius of downtown Omaha. This number
is on the low-end of an acceptable number of surface observation locations, yet it is still possible
to observe differences in urban and rural surface temperatures and approximate the strength of the
Omaha’s UHI when viewing the regional surface observation picture as whole.
Another challenge associated with late June surface observations in and around the
Omaha urban region is that this timeframe coincides with crop-growing season. As a result, some
of the variability in both observed surface air and dewpoint temperatures around Omaha may be
attributable to evapotranspiration of moisture via high-yield crops such as corn. The proximity of
some surface observing systems/stations to corn fields may result in lower surface air temperature
and higher surface dewpoint temperature readings. Another explanation for the increased
variability in dewpoint temperatures from just one hour prior is wind. As indicated on the 1200
UTC 2 July 2008 KOAX Skew-T Log-P (Figure 2.4a), a pocket of relatively dry air existed just
above the radiation inversion. When the inversion break temperature was reached, drier air aloft
was forced to the surface, resulting in lower dewpoint temperatures, especially at surface
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observing stations not significantly influenced by moisture evapotranspirated via crops. Local
eddies within the flow may also have added to the variability in temperature and dewpoint.
2.4.2. Evolution of the Omaha UHI from 1600 UTC to 2200 UTC
Surface conditions were fairly uniform both inside and outside of the Omaha urban
region at 1600 UTC (Figure 2.5a). Temperatures ranged from 25°C to 29°C and dewpoints
ranged from 15°C to 20°C, while winds were mainly 3 - 8 ms-1 from the west. There were no
consistent observable temperature patterns that would easily distinguish the Omaha UHI from
adjacent rural regions. Interestingly, winds north of the Omaha UHI curved slightly anticyclonically around the UHI, while winds south of the Omaha UHI were slightly curve slightly
cyclonically around the UHI. This may be an example of the UHI acting as a barrier of sorts,
forcing winds to flow around it. With the exception of warming temperatures between 1600 UTC
and 1800 UTC (Figure 2.5a-c), there was still very little evidence of the Omaha UHI.
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Figure 2.5: MesoWest surface observations within 24 minutes ending at (a) 1600 UTC, (b) 1700
UTC, (c) 1800 UTC, and (d) 1900 UTC, respectively, on 27 June 2008. Parameters depicted
include surface temperature (°C) - to the left of each surface observing station “dot”, surface
dewpoint (°C) - to the right of each surface observing station “dot” and wind direction/speed
(kts).
By 1900 UTC (Figure 2.5d) a distinct pattern showing warmer temperatures in and just
east/southeast of the Omaha UHI began to take shape. Whereas surface temperatures to the
northwest, west and southwest of the UHI and in the western one-third of the Omaha urban
region were generally in the 28° - 29°C range, temperatures in the eastern two-thirds of and to the
southeast of the Omaha urban region were in the 30° - 31°C range, a difference of +1°C to +2°C
from adjacent rural areas. Dewpoints again ranged from 15°C to 20°C across the region. That
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temperatures in the eastern two-thirds of the Omaha urban region were warmer should be
expected as there is a high density of building material(s) and industrial activity here that store,
produce and release heat and energy. It is also easy to see why temperatures a few km eastsoutheast of the Omaha urban region were higher than adjacent rural region - winds were
northwesterly at 3 - 8 ms-1, so this area is slightly downwind of the Omaha UHI. Some of the
warmth generated by the UHI was being forced towards the east and southeast by the
northwesterly winds.
A similar pattern was seen in the 2000 UTC surface observations (Figure 2.6a) with
temperatures in the eastern two-thirds of the Omaha urban region in the 30° - 31°C range and
temperatures in the western one-third of the Omaha urban region, as well as in the surrounding
rural areas in the 27° - 29°C range, representing a temperature difference of +1°C to +4°C inside
the Omaha UHI versus outside the Omaha UHI. Dewpoints ranged from, on average, 15°C to
21°C at 2000 UTC. Much like 1800 UTC, winds were 5 ms-1 or less and generally exhibited
slight anti-cyclonic turning around the northern periphery of the Omaha urban region, while they
exhibited slight cyclonic turning around the southern periphery of the Omaha urban region.
Surface convergence existed east of the Omaha UHI in west-central Iowa (the Council Bluffs
region) where the northwesterly flow around the northern portion of the Omaha urban region met
the west-southwesterly flow around the southern portion of the Omaha urban region.
Temperatures at 2100 UTC (Figure 2.6b) were slightly cooler on the whole across the
entire east-central NE/west-central IA region, though the Omaha UHI effect on the surface
temperatures was still quite pronounced. Outside of the Omaha UHI, temperatures ranged from
27°C to 28°C, while within and just downstream of the UHI, temperatures ranged from 29°C to
31°C, a difference of + 2°C to +3°C inside the UHI. Dewpoints ranged from 14°C to 20°C across
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the region. Winds had switched to a more west-southwesterly direction in the southern portion of
the Omaha urban region.
What was likely occurring here was that an HIC was developing as a result of the
strength of the UHI. As was discussed in Chapter I, strong UHIs tend to produce an HIC, where
local surface winds tend to organize in such a way that they converge where the UHI is the
strongest. These converging winds are then forced upward through the boundary layer,
increasing the upward vertical motion where the surface convergence is strongest. Since it was
only those observing stations closest to the UHI that were impacted in this case, one may assume
that an HIC has indeed begun to form.
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Figure 2.6: MesoWest surface observations within 24 minutes ending at (a) 2000 UTC, (b) 2100
UTC, (c) 2200 UTC, and (d) 2300 UTC, respectively, on 27 June 2008. Parameters depicted
include surface temperature (°C) - to the left of each observing station “dot”, surface dewpoint
(°C) - to the right of each surface observing station “dot” and wind direction/speed (kts).
As can be inferred by MesoWest surface observations and seen in ASOS and AWOS
observations from around the region, convective cells impacted the Omaha UHI beginning at
approximately 2200 UTC. Due to the overspreading of anvil cirrus and the cooler downdraft air
associated with the convective cells, the Omaha UHI temperature signature became much less
pronounced and eventually ceased to exist after 2215 UTC (Figure 2.6c-d).
2.4.3. Role of the observed Omaha UHI on 27 June 2008
The HIC in this case likely increased the potential for the development and/or
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enhancement of convective cells that impacted Omaha from 2130 to 2230 UTC. As was stated
above, the HIC is indicative of a strong UHI. Surface temperatures on this day inside and just
downwind of the UHI were 2º - 4°C warmer that surrounding rural regions.
Per Harnack and Landsberg (1975), the Washington D. C. UHI's strength was estimated
to be 2º - 3°C. These warmer surface temperatures helped to further destabilize the lower
troposphere directly over and just downwind of Washington D. C. by steepening lapse rates in the
low levels. They also helped to intensify the strength of the HIC, which increased the upward
vertical motion over and downwind of the city. Working in concert, both of these processes
provided the necessary instability and lift to produce DMC when the synoptic-scale conditions
only marginally favored convective development. These same processes appeared to enhance
convective cells as they interacted with the warmer temperatures and amplified upward vertical
motion associated with the Omaha UHI.

2.5. Meteorological radar data analysis
2.5.1. Challenges associated with meteorological radar data during the 27 June 2008 case
There are several challenges associated with radar data in and around the Omaha UHI,
but for the sake of brevity, only two types of challenges - those associated with the radar’s cone
of silence and those associated with vertical spacing between elevation scans - will be discussed
here. First, the KOAX WSR-88D radar is quite close to Omaha’s UHI; it is located
approximately 15 km west of the western extent of the Omaha UHI. Since the radar scans the
atmosphere in beams (with very rapid pulses) centered from 0.5º to 19.5º above the x- and yplanes, much of the atmosphere above 19.5º cannot be interrogated. The closer to the radar a
location is, the more pronounced this effect becomes, thus much of the radar coverage of
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vertically-developing convective cells over the western half of Omaha’s UHI is incomplete. On
27 June 2008 the cluster of convective cells moved directly through the KOAX radar’s cone of
silence. As a result, analyses of base products (reflectivity and velocity) were difficult from 2134
UTC to 2142 UTC, while analyses of composite/volumetric products were incomplete between
2120 UTC and 2151 UTC. During these timeframes, the cone of silence caused the convective
cells to appear to weaken, then disappear, then re-appear and strengthen. Since the radar could
not sample the total volume of the convective cells, this is likely not what actually occurred.
Challenges associated with the vertical spacing of the elevations scans manifest when
convective cells are far from the radar. The farther away from the radar the beams/pulses
penetrate, the greater the spacing between the elevation scans becomes. Maximum product
values are generally plotted at the beam center, but fill up the entire beam. As a cell moves
farther away from the radar, beam spreading may result in values appearing to be hundreds or
even thousands of feet higher or lower in the atmosphere than they are, leading to a
misrepresentation within the analysis of radar products in the vertical. Also, because the lowest
elevation scan is at 0.5º above the x- and y-planes, at great distances from the radar, the lowest
several hundred meters of the convective cell cannot be scanned. Such a lack of data leads to
under-interrogated convective cells in the z-plane, thus cells may appear weaker than they
actually are.
2.5.2. General description of convective cell signatures and movement through the Omaha UHI
A disorganized cluster of convective cells began to develop across extreme north-central
NE between 1700 UTC and 1730 UTC. As this cluster of convection traveled southeastward, it
continued to remain somewhat disorganized through 1830 UTC. Between 1830 UTC and 2000
UTC convection became more organized, developing linearly in a northeast to southwest-oriented
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line as it moved towards the southeast. From 2000 UTC to 2100 UTC, the line of convection
began to split. The southern half of the convective line became more intense than the northern
half and began accelerating rapidly toward the east-southeast. By 2130 UTC, the most intense
convection (with base reflectivity values greater than 65 decibels (dBZ) observed in the lowest
elevation scans) entered the Omaha UHI from the northwest. Between 2137 UTC and 2212
UTC, other intense cells began to develop along the southern flank of the line, just as the
convection moved through the southern half of the Omaha UHI - an area where surface heating
and available energy were likely augmented due to the effects of local urbanization. At the same
time, the most intense cells observed within the convective line traveled through downtown
Omaha. This most intense convection was clearly visible on base reflectivity and velocity radar
products as well as composite and derived radar products such as VIL and MEHS. Convection
maintained its intensity as it moved east and south of the Omaha UHI, once again becoming more
linear in nature when the cells that developed over the southern part of the Omaha UHI began to
interact with the cells directly over the Omaha UHI. Eventually, after dynamics associated with
cell merging had lost momentum some 70 km east-southeast of the Omaha UHI, the line of
intense convective cells weakened dramatically.
2.5.3 Low-level base reflectivity analysis
From 2038Z to 2104 UTC, convection intensified and organized into three distinct areas
(in linear fashion, oriented northeast to southwest) while transiting through Platte and Colfax
counties and entering northwest Sunders and southwest Dodge counties - well over 80 km
northwest of the Omaha UHI . Throughout this timeframe, maximum reflectivity at the 0.5°
elevation angle increased from 60 dBZ to 66 dBZ as the most intense convection shifted to the
southern half of the line, rather than being observed sporadically within the line, as was the case
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before 2059 UTC. During the 2104 to 2121 UTC timeframe, the southern portion of the line of
convection strengthened further as it moved quickly southeastward through Saunders County.
The most intense convection organized into a strong bow echo with the most intense convection,
that with values as high as 73 dBZ, focused directly within the bow echo.
Between 2121 and 2151 UTC the line of convection that directly interacted with the
Omaha UHI moved into and out of the KOAX Doppler radar's cone of silence, thus maximum
reflectivity values appeared to decrease to 65 dBZ, then increased again back to 71 dBZ. In
reality, maximum reflectivity values within the convective line likely did not drop much from the
maximum values attained by 2121 UTC, since the values were only slightly less than that when
exiting the cone of silence and entering the western fringes of the Omaha UHI.
Maintaining its bow echo structure, the convection moved directly through the Omaha
UHI from 2150 to 2203 UTC (Figures 2.7a-d). As it did so, the bow became even more intense;
the area of reflectivity greater than 70 dBZ within the bow structure expanded from a 1 km by 4
km region to a 3 km by 8 km region directly over and south of the UHI. The northern portion of
the bow echo extended to 10 km northwest of downtown Omaha, while more cells formed and
continued to fill in across north-central and northeastern Sarpy County along and behind an
outflow boundary. Enhancement of the newly formed cells may have been due, in part, to
interaction with the southern portion of the Omaha UHI. Maximum reflectivity values at the 0.5°
elevation angle increased to 75 dBZ directly over downtown Omaha, in the apex of the bow echo.
From 2208 to 2216 UTC, maximum reflectivity values dropped slightly, to 72 dBZ, as the bow
echo moved into the eastern portion of Council Bluffs, away from the most intense portion of the
Omaha UHI. At the same time, however, other intense cells began to develop south-southeast of
Omaha, directly over Bellevue.
As the main line of convection continued to move away from the Omaha UHI, cells on
the southern flank merged with the cells that had developed over Bellevue, rapidly intensifying
into another bow echo, so that by 2221 UTC a dual-bow echo signature was observed in
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southwestern Pottawattamie County and maximum reflectivity values has surged back up to 74.5
dBZ. During the 2221 to 2238 UTC timeframe, both sets of bow echoes appeared to feed off of
one another, maintaining their strength well downstream of the Omaha UHI. It was not until the
2238 to 2259 UTC timeframe that convection began to weaken and maximum reflectivity values
at the 0.5° elevation angle dropped to near 65 dBZ as it moved into Montgomery County. Also
during this time, the southern bow echo became the dominant bow echo and outpaced the
northern bow echo, which weakened significantly. That the northern bow echo would weaken at
the expense of the southern bow echo is a reasonable turn of events - the southern bow echo
would, at this point, be depleting the northern bow echo of its moisture feed. After 2159 UTC,
the convection was beyond 50 km away from the influence of the Omaha UHI and weakening
remained evident as maximum reflectivity values dropped to 62 dBZ (with one spike up to 67
dBZ at 2312 UTC, the cause of which is unknown).
Convection may have maintained its intensity level well beyond the Omaha UHI because
the faster propagation speeds enabled heat and momentum exchanges, both in the vertical and
horizontal to continue well beyond when they were initially introduced by the interaction with the
warmer, more unstable air directly over the Omaha UHI . The faster propagation speeds and
outflow boundary ahead of the bow echo may have also helped generate convection across the
southern portion of the Omaha UHI, which then interacted with the bow echo, producing a
feedback mechanism that also enabled convection to remain intense for a longer period of time
after interacting with the Omaha UHI.
2.5.4. Mid-level base reflectivity analysis
Because the line of cells moved so quickly and traveled a great distance through the
region, one mid-level radar elevation angle did not suffice for analysis purposes. Instead,
emphasis on maximum reflectivity values centered on approximately 5000 m in elevation was
utilized. The radar beam did not always sample the convection at exactly 5000 m, thus the
maximum reflectivity values closest to that elevation were determined for this case study.
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Therefore, actual elevations above ground level (AGL) employed in this analysis ranged from
4800 m to approximately 5430 m in an attempt to ascertain maximum reflectivity values within a
representative mid layer of the convective cells. To narrow the analysis further, only reflectivity
values for the cells that directly interacted with the Omaha UHI were included in this analysis.
Between 2038 and 2055 UTC, the cells that would eventually interact with the Omaha
UHI were not evident as convection moved southeastward towards the region. It was only from
2055 UTC to 2108 UTC that these cells developed. They did so quite rapidly as reflectivity
values had increased to 72 dBZ in the mid-levels by 2108 UTC. Much like what was observed in
the low levels between 2108 and 2121 UTC, reflectivity in the mid-levels of the convection also
organized into a bow echo, while maintaining relatively high maximum values of 69.5 to 72 dBZ.
The bow echo itself was observed with reflectivity values greater than 60 dBZ. Between 2121
and 2142 UTC, convection within the mid-levels could not be properly analyzed due to lack of
data as the convective cells moved southeastward directly through the KOAX Doppler radar's
cone of silence.
After completely exiting the cone of silence and entering the western portion of the
Omaha UHI by 2146Z, convection still exhibited a bow echo structure in the mid-levels with
maximum reflectivity values of 70 dBZ. For the next several minutes convection maintained
these values, even increasing slightly to 70.5 dBZ at 2150 and 2154 UTC as it interacted with the
Omaha UHI (Figure 2.8a,b). Maximum reflectivity values elevated to 73 dBZ at 2159 UTC,
when the convection was directly over the Omaha UHI (Figure 2.8c). Values remained high with
a maximum of 72.5 dBZ observed at 2203 UTC (Figure 2.8d) as the convection was centered just
a few kilometers east southeast of the Omaha UHI . For the next several volume scans,
maximum reflectivity values in the mid-levels wavered between 68.5 and 72 dBZ while the bow
echo structure continued to be evident. A second reflectivity spike up to 72.5 dBZ occurred at
2216 UTC, approximately 20 km east southeast of the Omaha UHI due to cell merging as was
explained in the low-level reflectivity analysis. A dual bow echo structure developed as a result
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of the cell merging. After this spike, maximum reflectivity values in the mid-levels dropped
slowly, but steadily to 60.5 dBZ by 2246 UTC when convection was centered approximately 55
km southeast of the Omaha dBZ. Also during this timeframe, the dual bow echo structure began
to dissipate. Analysis of mid-level reflectivity values ceased after 2246 UTC due to the
weakening of the convection in the mid-levels and the increasing difficulty of accurately
analyzing the mid-levels of the convection due to radar beam challenges that far away from the
radar.
Much like in the low levels, mid-level reflectivity values intensified while interacting
with the Omaha UHI. This may also be a result of the vertical exchange of heat and momentum
within the warmer and more unstable air over the Omaha UHI. It is likely that relatively high
reflectivity values continued to be observed several kilometers downstream of the Omaha UHI
due to the vertical and horizontal heat and momentum exchanges in concert with the high rate of
velocity at which the convection was moving.
2.5.5. Upper-level base reflectivity analysis
As in the mid-levels, analysis of maximum reflectivity values within a layer is
accomplished for the upper levels. In this case the layer analyzed is the 8000 to 9000 m layer and
is centered on 8500 m AGL. The reason for analyzing the maximum reflectivity values within a
layer is that radar beam did not always sample the convection at exactly 8500 m, thus the
maximum reflectivity values closest to that elevation were found for this case study. Only
reflectivity values for the cells that directly interacted with the Omaha UHI were included in this
analysis.
Between 2038 and 2051 UTC the cells that would eventually interact with the Omaha
UHI intensified in the upper levels as evidenced by reflectivity values increasing from 38 dBZ to
58 dBZ. From 2051 to 2104 UTC, while the cells transited into north central Saunders County,
very little change in intensity occurred; maximum reflectivity values fluctuated between 53.5
dBZ and 58 dBZ.
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It was not until the 2108 to 2112 UTC timeframe that reflectivity values began to peak
for the first time as they climbed to 67 dBZ. Also during this time a bow echo developed in the
upper levels. This feature exhibited a tight reflectivity gradient at its back edge, indicating a very
strong updraft extended into the upper levels. Convective cells moved directly through the
KOAX WSR-88D's cone of silence from 2116 to 2146 UTC, therefore, proper analysis of the
upper level reflectivity values was not possible.
Upon exiting the cone of silence in central Douglas County, the maximum reflectivity
value was approximately 62 dBZ within the still-visible bow echo. As the convective cells
moved directly over the Omaha UHI from 2151 to 2159 UTC, a second spike in maximum
reflectivity values to 66 dBZ occurred. These strong values developed within the northern
portion of the bow echo, just a few kilometers north of the Omaha UHI.
When the convection shifted east and southeastward of the Omaha UHI between 2203
and 2216 UTC, the highest reflectivity values also shifted east-southeastward, where cells that
had developed over Bellevue began to merge with the southern flank of the bow echo. Maximum
values dropped from 66 dBZ at 2159 UTC to 58 dBZ at 2203 UTC, then began to climb, reaching
62 dBZ at 2216 UTC as cell merging intensified.
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Figure 2.7: WSR-88D 1.5° elevation base reflectivity slices (background colors inverted) on 27
June 2008 at (a) 2150 UTC, (b) 2154 UTC, (c) 2159 UTC, (d) 2203 UTC, (e) 2207 UTC, (f) 2212
UTC showing the strengthening of the bow echo in the low levels during interaction of
convective cells with the Omaha UHI and subsequent weakening of the bow echo structure as it
moved east-southeast, away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note that the well-defined
bow echo and highest reflectivity values occur when convective cells are directly over and just
east (downwind) of downtown Omaha in panels (c), (d) and (e).
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Figure 2.8: WSR-88D 6.5° elevation base reflectivity slices (background colors inverted) on 27
June 2008 at (a) 2150 UTC, (b) 2154 UTC, (c) 2159 UTC, (d) 2203 UTC, (e) 2207 UTC, (f) 2212
UTC showing the enhancement of mid-level reflectivity values during interaction of convective
cells with the Omaha UHI and subsequent lowering of reflectivity values as the cells moved eastsoutheast, away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note that the highest reflectivity values
(black represents values ≥ 70 dBZ) occur when convective cells are directly over and just east
(downwind) of downtown Omaha in panels (c) and (d).
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2.5.6. Base reflectivity cross-section analysis
Because storms moved west-northwest to east-southeast through the Omaha UHI during
this case, base reflectivity cross-sections throughout this analysis were cut similarly, parallel to
the radar beam as convection passed through the Omaha UHI. Base reflectivity cross-section
analysis begins at 2146 UTC, shortly before convection moved into the western fringes of the
Omaha UHI. Since the upper portion of the DMC was just exiting the cone of silence at 2146
UTC, it was difficult to determine exactly how high vertically the strongest reflectivity values
penetrate. Clearly, one can see the forward tilt to the convection, the weak echo region near the
3350 m to 5180 m range and reflectivity values greater than 60 dBZ extending to at least 7010 m
(as high in the convection as can be analyzed at this time) indicating the presence of an intense
updraft.
As the line of convection continued to move quickly east-southeast into the western part
of the Omaha UHI, it appeared to intensify. By 2155 UTC convection was even more forwardtilted than at either 2146 or 2150 UTC, with a persistent weak echo region and reflectivity values
greater than 65 dBZ extending up to 9145 m. Embedded reflectivity values greater than 70 dBZ
suspended above the weak echo region existed as high as 7620 m. Similarly at 2159 UTC, the
most intense convection was fully within the Omaha UHI. Still strongly forward-tilted, the
convection contained reflectivity values greater than 65 dBZ up to at least 7620 m, a large weak
echo region, and a large area of reflectivity values greater than 70 dBZ within the 2440 m to 7010
m range vertically (with maximum reflectivity values as high as 80 dBZ at approximately 3960
m). These signatures indicated intensification to the updraft, likely due in part to interaction with
the warmer, moist air over the Omaha UHI. The most intense convection was just a few km east
of downtown Omaha at 2203 UTC. Reflectivity values greater than 65 dBZ still extended up to
7620 m with 50 dBZ values as high as 9755 m suspended directly above the intense updraft,
which also continued to be characterized by a bounded weak echo region. A strong forward tilt
was still visible. At 2208 UTC the most intense convection was approximately 10 km east of
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downtown Omaha. Reflectivity values greater than 65 dBZ extended up to 4570 m with 50 dBZ
values as high as 9755 m suspended directly above the intense updraft, which also continued to
be characterized by a bounded weak echo region. A very strong forward tilt was also evident.
Little change to the strength of convection occurred between 2208 and 2212 UTC as seen in base
reflectivity cross sections.
By 2212 UTC the most intense convection was approximately 15 km east of downtown
Omaha. At this time reflectivity values greater than 65 dBZ still extended up to 4570 m with 50
dBZ values as high as 9145 m suspended directly above the intense updraft, which also continued
to be characterized by a bounded weak echo region. A very strong forward tilt was also evident.
Some weakening was noted in convection from 2212 to 2225 UTC, as the bounded weak echo
region became less pronounced and no reflectivity values greater than 65 dBZ within the
convective core by 2225 UTC. Some of the weakening may be attributed to the storm moving
away from the Omaha UHI, while some of the weakening may be attributed to convection that
had merged with the southern flank of the bow echo becoming stronger and robbing the original
convection that moved through the Omaha UHI of energy.
2.5.7. Low-level velocity product analysis
Because the convection that interacted with the Omaha UHI developed into a bow echo
with very strong low level and surface winds, the main focus of the base velocity analysis is on
maximum velocities below 1525 m (Figure 2.9). Winds aloft within the convection are discussed
during the vertical cross section analysis. The cells that would eventually move directly through
the Omaha UHI developed quickly between 2033 and 2042 UTC; by 2042 UTC, cells were
generating values up to 27 ms-1 (inbound) at 950 m at the lowest elevation angle. Maximum
velocity values did not radically change through the next several volume scans, but storm
structure did - as the line of cells moved into Dodge County by 2104 UTC, a bow echo developed
in the low level velocity field and became more defined. The depth of the strong inbound
velocities also appeared to increase with 29 ms-1 observed near 440 m at the apex of the bow echo
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and 26 ms-1 observed above 1260 m.
Between 2104 and 2112 UTC, a rear inflow wind (RIJ) developed in south-central Dodge
County, hence maximum inbound velocities rapidly increased to 37 ms-1 from 325 m to 547 m
with velocity values of 33 ms-1 extending up to 1015 m. From 2112 to 2125 UTC the RIJ became
less distinguishable, but striations in the velocity field indicated that the main RIJ split into
smaller RIJs enabling several small-scale bow echoes to develop within the line as it accelerated
east-southeastward into northeast Saunders County. Maximum inbound velocity values increased
to 54 ms-1 at 220 m by 2125 UTC with velocity values exceeding 38 ms-1 above 1000 m. From
just after 2125 to just prior to 2142 UTC convection transited through the KOAX Doppler
weather radar’s cone of silence.
Base velocity values appeared to decrease; when cells exited the cone of silence and
entered west-central Douglas County at 2142 UTC a maximum velocity value of 60 ms-1 was
observed at 180 m. Velocities greater than 49 ms-1 were observed up to at least 1000 m. As the
convection entered the western portion of the Omaha UHI, outbound low level velocity values
actually decreased through 2151 UTC, though the multiple small bow echoes no longer existed
and, instead, a larger bow echo had developed. The maximum velocity value dropped to 48 ms-1
at 180 m and other low level velocity values dropped to less than 41 ms-1 up to 895 m while
storms were, at that point, 10 km from the Omaha UHI.
A second peak in velocity values occurred as the bow echo entered and interacted with
the Omaha UHI from shortly after 2151 UTC to 2203 UTC. By 2203 UTC, the bow echo was
located over western Council Bluffs. A maximum outbound velocity of 56 ms-1 at 352 m existed
at the apex of the bow with outbound velocity values at or greater than 46 ms-1 extending up to
1440 m, approximately 3 to 4 km east-southeast of downtown Omaha; another maximum
outbound velocity of 35 ms-1 was observed at 475 m in association with the cell in extreme
southwest Pottawattamie County that had quickly developed over Bellevue.
From 2203 UTC to 2212 UTC maximum outbound velocity values within the DMC
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began to slowly decrease in the low levels as cells continued to move away from the Omaha UHI
and especially downtown Omaha. A maximum value of 52 ms-1 at 1255 m was recorded at 2208
UTC (with lesser values both above and below this level within the vertical structure of the
DMC). Maximum outbound velocity values dropped to 42 ms-1 at 1370 m at 2212 UTC with
lesser values below this level in the DMC.
Maximum outbound velocity values below 1370 m leveled off briefly at 43 ms-1 from
2216 to 2221 UTC, then increased over the next few volume scans, reaching velocities of 46 to
49 ms-1 below 1400 m from 2229 to 2242 UTC as DMC moved beyond 40 km southeast of
downtown Omaha. Although exact reasons for this slight increase are unclear, the effects of
UHI-generated cell merging just east and south of downtown Omaha may have played a role.
After 2246 UTC, velocities in the low levels dropped off slowly to less than 41 ms-1 and
continued to weaken as the convection moved beyond 31 ms-1 east-southeast of the Omaha UHI.
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Figure 2.9: WSR-88D 0.5° elevation slice of SRV (background colors inverted) on 27 June 2008
at (a) 2150 UTC, (b) 2154 UTC, (c) 2159 UTC, (d) 2203 UTC, (e) 2207 UTC, (f) 2212 UTC as
convective cells moved east-southeastward through the Omaha UHI. A storm motion of 290° at
75 kts has been subtracted to more clearly delineate effects of the Omaha UHI on convective cellproduced outflow. Note that the gust front intensifies when convective cells are directly over and
just downwind of downtown Omaha in panels (c), (d) and (e).

2.5.8. Base velocity cross-section analysis
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Because storms moved east-southeastward through the Omaha UHI during this case, base
velocity cross sections throughout this analysis were generated similarly, parallel to the radar
beam as convection passed through the Omaha UHI. All heights are AGL. Base velocity cross
section analysis begins at 2146 UTC, shortly before convection moved into the western fringes of
the Omaha UHI and ends at 2225 UTC, as the strongest convection was situated approximately
25 km east-southeast of downtown Omaha. Only the convective updraft and downdraft as
convection moved into and away from the most intense part of the Omaha UHI are analyzed
within the discussion below.
From 2146 to 2208 UTC a small area of inbound values greater than 15 ms-1 extending
from the surface up to approximately 1220 m increased in velocity and expanded vertically to
4570 m while tilting rearwards from 1525 to 4570 m as convection moved over the Omaha UHI.
This likely indicated that the storm inflow increased, thereby increasing the updraft strength,
strengthening the convection. As the inflow increased and began to tilt backwards in the midlevels, a buoyancy gradient likely developed, increasing the downdraft and intensifying the rear
inflow jet. Since this evolution occurred from 2146 to 2208 UTC, it is likely that the warm,
moist, unstable air that characterized the airmass directly over the most intense portion of the
Omaha UHI exerted some influence on the strengthening of convection in the low/mid-levels.
From 2208 to 2225 UTC, the vertical circulation within the low/mid-levels of the
convection that moved through the Omaha UHI weakened, becoming less coherent from the
surface to the mid-levels. At the same time, as the convection moved away from the most intense
part of the Omaha UHI, the upper reaches of the inbound velocities associated with the updraft
fell below 4570 m. It is likely that as the convection moved away from the Omaha UHI, it moved
into a cooler/more stable boundary layer environment, which led to the dissipation.
2.5.9. DVIL/MEHS analysis
Since they are somewhat related in their uses when diagnosing the strength of a
convective cell, DVIL and MEHS are analyzed together here. In general, higher DVIL values
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and high MEHS values correspond to stronger updrafts because strong updrafts can support large
drops of water and larger hailstones within the core of the cell. Updraft strength is related to
CAPE, which itself is partially a function of atmospheric instability, thus it should follow that
warmer surface temperatures over an urban area lead to greater CAPE values (by proxy, larger
DVIL and MEHS values) and increased low-level instability via steeper low-level lapse rates
(given no other significant atmospheric changes). This analysis of DVIL and MEHS values for
the 27 June 2008 case focuses mainly on the cells that moved directly over the Omaha UHI, with
a concentration on maximum values of DVIL and MEHS as well as the shapes of the these
signatures to show possible cell strengthening and organization by the Omaha UHI. As discussed
in previous analyses of both base and other derived products storms were just beginning to
strengthen at 2042 UTC, so the analysis of both DVIL and MEHS follows below.
Much like on the KOAX radar base products, DVIL and MEHS products also show
intensification of convection commenced between 2038 and 2042 UTC, when maximum DVIL
values increased 13.6 kgm-2 to 49.2 kgm-2 and MEHS values increased .8 cm to 3 cm. Cells were
over 80 km away from (northwest of) the Omaha UHI during this timeframe. A steady increase
in maximum DVIL and MEHS values to 86.3 kgm-2 and 5.6 cm, respectively, continued through
2108 UTC as the line evolved and transited southeastward into Colfax and northern Saunders
counties. Between 2108 and 2121 UTC, cells in the northern half of the line weakened, as
illustrated by the maximum VIL and MEHS values dropping. Meanwhile, cells in the southern
half of the line (those that would eventually interact with the Omaha UHI) intensified, reaching
maximum DVIL values of 95.9 kgm-2 and MEHS values of 6 cm as they moved closer to the
Omaha UHI. Between 2121 and 2146 UTC, the strongest convective cells moved directly over
the KOAX radar as they entered northwestern Douglas County. As a result, cells appeared to
have weakened considerably. Cells reached their peak intensity in both maximum DVIL and
MEHS values as they interacted with the Omaha UHI during the 2150 to 2208 UTC timeframe
(Figures 2.10 and 2.11).
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At 2150 UTC, the cells continued to rapidly intensify and expand southward into
southern Douglas County as they moved east-southeastward through Omaha’s UHI. The
maximum DVIL value at that time was 110.9 kgm-2 (Figure 2.10a), while the MEHS was 6.4 cm
(Figure 2.11a). By 2154 UTC, a “bowing” to the cells was observed in the DVIL product (Figure
2.11b). As they entered the Omaha UHI, the maximum DVIL reached 127.0 kgm-2, while the
MEHS reached 9.3 cm. Another cell had intensified while moving across north-central Sarpy
County, likely a result of outflow boundary interaction with the southwest portion of the Omaha
UHI, and was producing a maximum DVIL value of 46.7 kgm-2 with a MEHS of 2.3 cm. At
2159 UTC the most intense cells were directly over downtown Omaha. DVIL values continued
to reach 127 kgm-2 (Figure 2.10c), while MEHS continued to remain quite large at 9.2 cm (Figure
2.11c). The cell over north-central Sarpy County showed signs of intensification, with maximum
DVIL values reaching 51.2 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 3.3 cm. By 2203 UTC, the most intense cells
were 4 - 5 km east of downtown UHI, downwind of Omaha’s UHI, directly over Council Bluffs.
DVIL values continued to peak at 127 kgm-2 (Figure 2.10d), but MEHS values had dropped to 7.7
cm (Figure 2.11d), which may have indicated that slight weakening was occurring. The cell
moving through north-central Sarpy County began to dissipate; maximum DVIL values were 46.2
kgm-2 and the MEHS dropped to 2.2 cm. Meanwhile, a separate cell exhibited explosive
development directly over Bellevue, producing a maximum DVIL value of 86.8 kgm-2 and a
MEHS of 5.5 cm.
By 2207 UTC the most intense cells were located approximately 10 km east of downtown
Omaha, over eastern Council Bluffs (extending 10 km southeast of Council Bluffs), with a
maximum value DVIL of 127.0 kgm-2 (Figure 2.10e) and a MEHS of 6.3 cm (Figure 2.11e). The
cell over central Sarpy County continued to dissipate, with a maximum DVIL value of 36.3 kgm-2
and a MEHS of 1.6 cm. The cell southeast of Bellevue continued to remain quite strong with a
maximum DVIL value of 82.3 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 4.9 cm. At 2212 UTC, the most intense
cell, with a maximum DVIL value of 112.4 kgm-2 (Figure 2.10f) and a MEHS of 6.5 cm (Figure
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2.11f) was centered 10 km southeast of Council Bluffs and was flanked by weaker cells 4 - 8 km
to the north with maximum DVIL values of 83.3 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 5.5 cm and 6 - 10 km to
the south, the cell that had developed over Bellevue with a maximum DVIL value of 112.4 kgm-2
and a MEHS of 5.5 cm. Another weak cell appears to have developed about 10 km southeast of
Papillion with a DVIL value of 38.7 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 2.6 cm. Little change to cell strength
occurred between 2212 UTC and 2221 UTC, but between 2225 and 2238 UTC, as noted in the
base reflectivity analyses, merging appeared to have occurred between cells moving through
northern Mills and Pottawattamie counties in IA. Both cells were quite strong with maximum
DVIL values hovering between 95 and 127 kgm-2 and MEHS values remaining between 5.3 cm
and 6.8 cm in the three volume scans prior to cell merging while they propagated into and across
Mills and Pottawattamie counties. As both storms were either enhanced by the Omaha UHI or
developed as convection interacted with the Omaha UHI, one may infer that this cell merging was
a downstream result of the Omaha UHI. By 2238 UTC, with cell merging complete the
maximum DVIL value was 121 kgm-2, while the MEHS registered 6 cm along the SE border of
Pottawattamie County and NW border of Montgomery county in western IA.
During the 2238 to 2324 UTC timeframe, the overall cell trend showed a weakening from a maximum DVIL value of 80.3 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 3.9 cm at 2242 UTC to a maximum
DVIL value of 42.7 kgm-2 and a MEHS of 2.8 cm at 2324 UTC. Since it can be seen in the
maximum DVIL and MEHS values that the convection dissipated after the effects of the Omaha
UHI were realized (and once the fast-moving cells were more than 40 km away from the Omaha
UHI), it can be inferred that that the dissipation occurred partially as a result of the cells moving
into a more stable region in the low-levels.
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Figure 2.10: WSR-88D DVIL (background colors inverted) on 27 June 2008 at (a) 2150 UTC, (b)
2154 UTC, (c) 2159 UTC, (d) 2203 UTC, (e) 2207 UTC, (f) 2212 UTC showing strengthening of
the convection and intensification of the bow echo structure as convection interacted with
Omaha’s UHI and subsequent weakening of the bow echo structure as it moved east-southeast,
away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note that the well-defined bow echo and highest
DVIL values occur when convective cells are directly over and just east (downwind) of
downtown Omaha in panels (c) and (d).
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Figure 2.11: WSR-88D MEHS (background colors inverted) on 27 June 2008 at (a) 2150 UTC,
(b) 2154 UTC, (c) 2159 UTC, (d) 2203 UTC, (e) 2207 UTC, (f) 2212 UTC as convective cells
moved east-southeastward through the Omaha UHI. Pink colors correspond to MEHS ≥ 5.1 cm;
gray colors correspond to MEHS ≥ 7.6 cm. Note that the largest MEHS values occur when
convective cells are directly over downtown Omaha in panels (c) and (d).
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF CASE 2 - 2 JULY 2008
3.1. Introduction
A cluster of convective cells developed approximately 40 to 50 km north of the Omaha
UHI in northeastern Nebraska between 1930 UTC and 2000 UTC on 2 July 2008, just ahead of a
slow, southeastward-propagating surface cold front. Initially the cells developed just ahead of the
surface cold front as it interacted with both strong daytime heating and 100 to 150 m hills north of
Omaha; they then intensified very quickly. As the cells began to move very slowly towards
Omaha, they weakened and became much less organized for about 45 minutes. Upon interaction
with the Omaha UHI, the cells rapidly intensified once again and organized into one large cell
that began to display supercell characteristics by 2150 UTC. Continuing to move southeastward,
the cell diminished significantly in intensity by 2230 UTC as it moved away from the Omaha
UHI. Shortly thereafter, the cell completely disappeared.
The first part of this chapter focuses on the synoptic and mesoscale-α atmospheric
conditions prior to and shortly after the convection interacted with the Omaha UHI. An analysis
of low-level mesoscale-beta conditions follows, including discussions on surface observations
both inside of and just outside of the Omaha UHI and how the Omaha UHI likely contributed to
the intensification and organization of DMC. Following this will be a detailed meteorological
radar data analysis of the cluster of convection in the horizontal, vertical and volumetric during
the afternoon and early evening hours of 2 July 2008.

3.2. Methodology
To obtain an idea of how the synoptic and mesoscale conditions changed from the
morning to the evening, twice-daily rawinsonde soundings (1200 UTC 2 July 2008 and 0000
UTC 3 July 2008) from stations across the northern and central plains are utilized. Tropospheric
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levels scrutinized are the upper levels, comprised of 300 hPa observations, the middle levels,
comprised of 500 hPa and 700 hPa observations, and the lower levels, comprised of 850 hPa, 925
hPa, and surface observations (Figures 3.1 - 3.3). Like the levels above it, however, this surface
analysis is limited to a discussion of synoptic/mesoscale-alpha surface features such as fronts and
troughs as well as general surface conditions (temperature, dewpoint temperature and wind fields
and, to a lesser extent, pressure fields) in the Northern and Central Plains. Mesoscale-beta
surface observation (those surface observations within a 60 km radius of downtown Omaha)
methodology is described below. Concluding the upper-air analysis, 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 and
0000 UTC 3 July 2008 Skew-T Log-P soundings from KOAX (Figure 3.4) are analyzed in terms
of select convective parameters, in terms of temperature profiles and in terms of moisture
profiles both prior to and just after the DMC interacted with the Omaha UHI.
Surface observations from MesoWest (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) are utilized here because the
way in which they are displayed allows one to view hourly observations from over 20 surface
observing stations within a 70 km radius of downtown Omaha at the same time and in one image.
This type of viewing mode enables easier identification of UHI signatures such as the
characteristic “bubble” of warmer temperatures over the Omaha urban region. In some cases,
UHI signatures are also visible in dewpoint temperature, wind (both speed and direction) and
pressure fields, so this analysis will focus on these fields. Evaluation of mesoscale-beta surface
observations focuses on the 1600 UTC - 2300 UTC 2 July 2008 timeframe for two reasons. First,
as this timeframe falls within maximum daytime heating hours, the evolution of the warmer
Omaha UHI can be compared with surface conditions in the surrounding rural environment
during the day. Second, the impact of the Omaha UHI on surface weather conditions in adjacent
rural areas can be evaluated. Within the analysis are discussions on the challenges associated
with the manner in which surface observations are recorded, challenges associated with the lack
of surface observations in both the Omaha UHI and surrounding rural regions, how the warmer
temperatures within the Omaha UHI likely helped enhance and organize DMC and how the
Omaha UHI influenced the wind (field) pattern(s), which in turn assisted in enhancement to
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upward vertical motion necessary for the re-development of convective cells.
As outlined in Chapter I, meteorological radar products consist of NEXRAD Level II
data sets from 2000 UTC to 2400 UTC for KOAX - when convective cells developed and
interacted with the Omaha UHI. Data sets were acquired from the National Climatic Data Center,
then thoroughly evaluated by the author using GR Level II Analyst. Products evaluated in the
greatest detail include the base variety, specifically several volume scans’ (radar beam scans of
the atmosphere at different elevation angles) worth of base reflectivity and cross sectional data at
intervals of just under five minutes, and the composite variety (DVIL and MEHS) with a
concentration on the 2030 UTC - 2220 UTC 2 July 2008 timeframe. A lesser focus is placed on
other base and derived velocity data within the aforementioned timeframe (Figure 3.13). An
emphasis is placed on DVIL, MEHS, and base reflectivity products (Figures 3.7 - 3.12, Figures
3.14 and 3.15) for the following rationale. The expectation is that the warmer temperatures
associated with the Omaha UHI increase local instability and upward vertical motions. Vertical
cloud development is then enhanced, increasing water/ice content/loading within convective cell
updrafts. This results in more intense precipitation echoes within the updraft/downdrafts couplet.
Included in the radar investigation are discussions on the initial development of
convective cells, subsequent weakening of convective cells north of the Omaha UHI, reenergizing/re-organizing of deep, moist convection into one strong cell (with a resultant supercell
structure) as it interacts with the Omaha UHI (especially the Omaha UHI) and final dissipation of
the convective cell as it move away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Additional
discussions on storm structure and theories as to why the slow-moving cells in this case organized
into one cell with a supercell structure when interacting with the Omaha UHI are also presented.

3.3. Synoptic and regional-scale observations analysis
3.3.1. Upper-level analysis
At 1200 UTC 2 July 2008, a digging 43 ms-1 wind maximum at 300 hPa was transiting
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across ND/northern MN. A shortwave over western NE was enhancing divergence ahead of it,
across eastern NE and KS. Eastern NE was located under this area of divergent flow, though
winds were light and westerly at 8 ms-1. Elsewhere across the northern/central plains, flow was
west-northwesterly with wind speeds of 8 - 15 ms-1 except near the wind maximum, where wind
speeds increased to greater than 26 ms-1 (Figure 3.1a).
By 0000 UTC 3 July 08, the core of the 43 ms-1 wind maximum had entered the Great
Lakes region, thus the right rear quadrant of the wind maximum had moved eastward into the
southern MN/IA/Wisconsin (WI)/northern IL region. The shortwave that 12 hours earlier had
been located over western NE was located over eastern NE and was generating a region of
divergence ahead of it across eastern NE, western IA and eastern KS. Eastern NE was on the
back edge of this divergent flow, in relatively light (10 ms-1) westerly flow (Figure 3.2a).
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Figure 3.1: NWS/NCEP/SPC computer-analyzed upper-air maps for 1200 UTC 2 July 2008. (a)
300 hPa: observations, isotachs (blue), streamlines (gray), divergence (yellow); (b) 500 hPa:
observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); (c) 700 hPa: observations, heights (black),
isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ -4°C (green); (d) 850 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms
(red); dewpoint ≥ 8°C (green).
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Figure 3.2: NWS/NCEP/SPC computer-analyzed upper-air maps for 0000 UTC 3 July 2008. (a)
300 hPa: observations, isotachs (blue), streamlines (gray), divergence (yellow); (b) 500 hPa:
observations, heights (black), isotherms (red); (c) 700 hPa: observations, heights (black),
isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ -4°C (green); (d) 850 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms
(red); dewpoint ≥ 8°C (green).

3.3.2. Mid-level analysis
Persistent west-northwesterly flow was observed at 500 hPa at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008.
Shortwave troughs traveling across the northern and central plains were evident in both the wind
and temperature observations at several locations, including in eastern and central NE. One such
shortwave trough was located over western NE. Whereas the wind was almost due westerly
(280º) at 5 ms-1 and the 500 hPa temperature was -8ºC over eastern NE, approximately 430 km to
the west, 500 hPa winds were northwesterly (330º) at 10 ms-1 in central NE, while the observed
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500 hPa temperature there was -10ºC (Figure 3.1b).
By 0000 UTC 3 July 2008, the shortwave trough that was observed at 500 hPa over NE at
1200 UTC 2 July 2008 had moved southeastward into Missouri (MO). Evidence of this
shortwave trough passage existed in the Omaha observation, where the 500 hPa temperature had
dropped from -8ºC at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 to -11ºC at 0000 UTC 3 July 2008. Although the
wind direction did not appear to shift at 500 hPa with the passage of the shortwave through
eastern NE (if anything, wind flow became more west-southwesterly by 0000 UTC 3 July 2008),
the speed increased from 5 ms-1 at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 to 15 ms-1 at 0000 UTC 3 July 2008.
The backing of 500 hPa winds over eastern NE through the day occurred as a second shortwave
trough approached. The best evidence of this second shortwave trough appeared in both the 500
hPa wind and temperature fields (1ºC of cooling directly behind the trough) over WY at 1200
UTC 2 July 2008 which had moved into central NE 12 hours later (Figure 3.2b).
At 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 eastern NE was located in a region of WAA at 700 hPa just
ahead of a shortwave that extended from central NE southwestward to southeastern CO.
Temperatures warmed from 8ºC over eastern NE to 12ºC over southwest KS in southwesterly
flow between 5 ms-1 over southwest KS and 18 ms-1 over eastern NE. Farther north and west,
northwesterly winds of 8 to 18 ms-1 ushered in moderate to strong cold air advection across the
northern plains as illustrated by the 5ºC drop in 700 hPa temperatures between western SD (8ºC)
and northeastern MT (3ºC), a distance of approximately 590 km (Figure 3.1c).
By 0000 UTC 3 July 2008 the 700 hPa shortwave trough that had been located west of
Omaha 12 hours earlier had moved into the western MO/southeastern KS region. The 700 hPa
temperature over Omaha remained at 8°C while winds were southwesterly at 3 ms-1 over Omaha
ahead of another approaching shortwave trough that extended from the western Great Lakes
southwestward into central NE. This shortwave trough provided the mid-level support for the
surface cold front.
3.3.3. Low-level analysis
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At 850 hPa at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008, eastern NE was under the influence of 10 ms-1
southwesterly winds just ahead a trough at 850 hPa in advance of the approaching cold front.
Warm air advection ahead of the trough was generating temperatures from 22°C over eastern NE
to 26ºC over southwest KS. Dewpoints of 9° - 11ºC across NE and KS indicated that low-level
moisture required for DMC initiation/sustainment was available (Figure 3.1d).
Twelve hours later at 0000 UTC 3 July 2008, the 850 hPa cold front had just moved
through east-central NE. Winds were northerly at 13 ms-1, the temperature of had dropped 6°C
from 22ºC (at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008) to 16ºC and the 850 hPa dewpoint has dropped 1ºC from
9ºC at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 to 8ºC) over eastern NE at 0000 UTC 3 July 2008 (Figure 3.2d).
A warm, moist airmass ahead of the approaching cold front dominated the eastern
NE/western IA region at 925 hPa at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008. The 925 hPa temperature from
eastern NE to eastern IA was a uniform 24°C while dewpoints of 14ºC and 18ºC over eastern NE
and eastern IA, respectively, indicated that there was sufficient low-level moisture to
sustain/maintain any convection that did develop through the day. Winds were southwesterly at 8
ms-1 across eastern NE at 1200 UTC 2 July 2008. North of the cold front, temperatures ranged
from 12º - 16ºC across the Dakotas and MN (Figure 3.3a).
By 0000 UTC 3 July 08 at 925 hPa, the cold front extended from the WI and northern
Michigan southwestward into northern CO. Eastern NE was just north of the front - the
temperature had dropped to 22ºC, 2ºC colder than it was 12 hours earlier, and the dewpoint had
dropped to 10ºC, 4ºC lower than it had been 12 hours earlier. Further evidence of the passage of
the cold front was observed in the 925 hPa winds, which had become northerly (Figure 3.3c).
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Figure 3.3: NWS/NCEP/SPC computer- and forecaster-analyzed upper-air and surface maps. (a)
1200 UTC 2 July 2008 925 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ 12°C
(green); (b) 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 surface observations/frontal analysis; (c) 0000 UTC 3 July
2008 925 hPa: observations, heights (black), isotherms (red), dewpoint ≥ 12°C (green); (d) 1200
UTC 3 July 2008 surface observations/frontal analysis.

At 1200 UTC 2 July 2008, the surface cold front extended from the western Great Lakes
southwestward through extreme northern NE/southern SD. A surface trough ahead of the cold
front extended from central Nebraska south-southwestward into northwest Texas (TX). Warm,
moist air ahead of the front dominated the eastern NE/western IA region where temperatures were
in the 22° - 24ºC range and dewpoints were in the 17º - 20ºC range. Winds were light
(approximately 3 ms-1) from the southeast (Figure 3.3b).
By 1200 UTC 3 July 2008, the surface cold front was a few hundred km south of eastern
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NE. The airmass over eastern NE was much cooler and drier than 24 hours prior as the
temperature had dropped to 14°C and the dewpoint had dropped to 11ºC as winds were northnortheasterly at 3 ms-1 (Figure 3.3d)
3.3.4. Sounding analysis
This 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 sounding shows surface-based CAPE values of nearly 1000
J/kg and mixed-layer CAPE values of nearly 1500 Jkg-1. Warming the surface to the 33° - 34°C
range of observed afternoon values within the Omaha UHI would have increased these values to
over 2000 Jkg-1. Such high CAPE values would have been more than enough to support hail
growth within the updraft, as CAPE is a proxy for updraft speed. Indeed, small hail was reported
north of the Omaha UHI, despite a Wet Bulb Zero (WBZ) height of nearly 3625 m. Based on this
sounding, supercells were not likely, given the 0 - 6 km shear values less than 20 ms-1 (Figure
3.4a).
From 850 hPa to approximately 625 hPa, the lapse rate was nearly dry-adiabatic,
indicating that this layer of the atmosphere was highly unstable. Increased instability and lift due
to strong daytime surface heating and the approaching cold front would have easily enabled any
low-level air parcel to reach the 850 hPa layer, where it would have accelerated upwards very
rapidly. Dewpoints were quite high in the lowest 50 hPa of the sounding (greater than 14ºC),
above which they decreased to 9ºC at 850 hPa and to 0ºC at 700 hPa. A substantial layer of dry
air existed between 950 hPa and 625 hPa, where the dewpoint depression was greater than 8°C,
indicating that the environment was at least marginally favorable for strong downdraft winds in
any convective cell that did develop. DCAPE values of nearly 700 Jkg-1 supported this marginal
potential for strong downdraft winds (Figure 3.4a).
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Figure 3.4: Omaha/Valley Skew-T Log-P soundings for (a) 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 and (b) 0000
UTC 3 July 2008.
By 0000 UTC 3 July 2008, the KOAX sounding showed an increase in stability with
surface-based CAPE values less than 100 Jkg-1. The low-level cold front had moved south of
KOAX, as illustrated by uniform northerly winds from the surface to 750 hPa. Further evidence
of the cold frontal passage existed in the surface dewpoints. Drier air moving in behind the front
had lowered the dewpoint by nearly 7°C from the 1200 UTC reading, with the surface dewpoint
now close to 13°C. Mid-level moisture was still present with dewpoint depressions generally at
or less than 5°C in the 750 hPa - 450 hPa layer. Westerly winds in the upper-levels signified that
some backing of the winds had occurred through the day at those levels in advance of the
approaching upper-level trough that was supporting the surface cold front (Figure 3.4b).

3.4. Local surface observations analysis
3.4.1. Challenges associated with surface observations in and around the Omaha UHI
Surface observation challenges associated with the Omaha UHI and adjacent rural areas
were previously discussed in Chapter II, Section 2.4.1. As the challenges associated with Case 1
are the same as those in Case 2 prior to DMC propagating through the Omaha UHI they will not
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be discussed here, but are referred to in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.2. Evolution of the Omaha UHI from 1600 UTC to 2200 UTC
Much like the 27 June 2008 case, there was no discernible UHI at 1600 UTC (Figure
3.5a), as temperatures ranged from 27°C to 31°C in both in the Omaha UHI and surrounding rural
regions. Winds were generally calm within the Omaha UHI while they were light (less than 5
kts) and westerly outside the Omaha UHI. No discernible UHI signature was present in the
dewpoint temperatures, which range from 18°C to 22°C around the region.
By 1700 UTC (Figure 3.5b) a weak UHI signature was observable over the eastern twothirds of the Omaha UHI and just south of the Omaha UHI with temperatures in the 30° - 34°C
range while temperatures in surrounding rural locations were generally in the 28° - 29°C range
(especially just north and west of the Omaha UHI). That the warmest temperatures were focused
over eastern and southern portions of the Omaha UHI is no surprise when considering the
northwesterly winds evident at 1700 UTC. It appears that sometime between 1600 UTC and
1700 UTC, the surface warmed enough to break the low-level inversion at approximately the
same time a weak low-level pre-frontal trough (observable as a pressure trough/wind switch on
the 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 surface chart - Figure 3.3b) was transiting through the region, allowing
stronger (5 ms-1) northwesterly winds (aloft) to reach the surface behind the trough. Winds across
much of the region at 1700 UTC were northwesterly at approximately 5 ms-1, helping to force the
plume of warmer air that would typically be located directly over the UHI southeastward. An
exception to the northwesterly wind direction, though, was the region just south of the Omaha
UHI, from Papillion/La Vista eastward to Bellevue, where winds were light and somewhat
variable. Dewpoints across the region ranged generally from 16°C to 21ºC with no
distinguishable "maximum" anywhere in the Omaha UHI. In addition to the surface dewpoint
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measurement challenges inherent due to the close proximity of surface observing stations to crops
with high rates of evapotranspiration, wind may also explain the increased variability in dewpoint
temperatures from just one hour prior. As indicated on the 1200 UTC 2 July 2008 Skew-T
(Figure 3.4a), a pocket of relatively dry air existed just above the radiation inversion. When the
inversion broke, drier air aloft was forced to the surface and mixed with the moist air at the
surface. Lower dewpoint temperatures resulted, especially at surface observing stations not
significantly influenced by moisture evapotranspirated via crops.

Figure 3.5: MesoWest surface observations within 24 minutes ending at (a) 1600 UTC, (b) 1700
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UTC, (c) 1800 UTC, and (d) 1900 UTC, respectively, on 2 July 2008. Parameters depicted
include surface temperature (°C), surface dewpoint (°C) and wind direction/speed (kts).
An urban heat maximum was also distinguishable at 1800 UTC 2 July 2008 (Figure
3.5c). Once again surface temperatures were warmest over the eastern two-thirds of the Omaha
UHI and south of the Omaha UHI, with a range of 31° - 33°C here. Temperatures were slightly
cooler in the surrounding rural regions, especially northwest to southwest of the Omaha UHI,
with an observable range of 29° - 31°C. The surface temperatures were, therefore, 2° - 4°C
warmer inside the eastern two-thirds of the Omaha UHI and just to the south of this region than
they were in surrounding rural areas. Winds across the region were mainly northwesterly at 5 10 kts (except for Council Bluffs, where funneling between the bluffs on both sides of the
Missouri River may account for a more northerly wind direction), which may explain why some
of the excess heat was located south of the urban area. Dewpoints across the region are also
widely ranging, from 15° - 22°C. Again, mixing and proximity to crops were the likely causes
for such a disparity in dewpoint temperatures over such a relatively small area.
A somewhat decreased surface thermal maximum was noted at 1900 UTC (Figure 3.5d).
Temperatures ranged from 32° - 33°C inside and just south of the Omaha UHI, while they range
from 30° - 32°C in surrounding rural regions, especially from northwest to southwest of the urban
region. The difference between temperatures impacted by the Omaha UHI and those not directly
impacted by the Omaha UHI was, on average, 1° - 3°C; a slight drop from the 2° - 4°C warmer
surface air generated by the Omaha UHI one hour earlier. Dewpoints remained in the 16° - 21°C
range. Generally, winds were still northwesterly from 3 - 5 ms-1 across the region, but there were
a few locations that reported calm winds or winds from different directions (westerly and
northeasterly) altogether, especially west of the Omaha UHI.
Surface observations at 2000 UTC (Figure 3.6a) indicated that the strength of the Omaha
UHI remained relatively unchanged with the Omaha UHI responsible for a 1° - 4°C enhancement
to temperatures when compared with surrounding rural regions. Surface dewpoints were
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somewhat more uniform around the region with a range of 17° - 21°C. Winds across the region
were mainly northeasterly at 3 - 5 ms-1. Only two hours prior, winds across the region were
northwesterly. The increasing uniformity of dewpoint temperatures and the northeasterly wind
direction observed at 2000 UTC may have indicated that another pre-frontal surface trough was
transiting southward through the region.
As the surface cold front approached the Omaha metropolitan region from the north,
surface temperatures at 2100 UTC (Figure 3.6b) north of Omaha dropped and were 2° - 3°C
cooler than they were just one hour prior. Because of this, the Omaha UHI appeared to be more
pronounced, with a 2° - 5°C enhancement to temperatures (31° - 33°C range in areas influenced
by the UHI; 28° - 31°C range in areas not influenced by the UHI) over and just downwind (south)
of the Omaha UHI maximum. Dewpoint temperatures remained a somewhat uniform 17° - 23°C.
Winds remained mainly north to northeasterly, with wind speeds around 8 ms-1.
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Figure 3.6: MesoWest surface observations within 24 minutes ending at (a) 2000 UTC, (b) 2100
UTC, (c) 2200 UTC, and (d) 2300 UTC, respectively, on 2 July 2008. Parameters depicted
include surface temperature (°C), surface dewpoint (°C) and wind direction/speed (kts).
The effects of both convection and the surface cold frontal passage can clearly be seen at 2200
UTC (Figure 3.6c). The Omaha UHI had been completely washed away (due to cooler raininfluenced and post-frontal air), leaving temperatures inside the urban area in the 22° - 25°C
range, where one hour earlier they were 31° - 33°C.
3.4.3. Theories on convective enhancement due to the observed Omaha UHI on 2 July 2009
There was no HIC evident on 2 July 2008. A 2° - 5°C increase in surface temperatures in
and just downwind of the Omaha UHI was observed, thus, as the convection moved into this
more buoyant air, low-level CAPE values increased, allowing the convection to increase in
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intensity.

3.5. Meteorological radar data analysis
3.5.1 Challenges associated with meteorological radar data during the 2 July 2008 Case
Convective cells formed, moved and dissipated approximately 25 - 30 km east of the
KOAX WSR-88D at their closest, thus the cone of silence did not significantly impact radar
sampling of the cells. However, because they developed so close to the radar, the top part of the
convective cells (those radar returns higher than 19.5° above the x- and y-planes) may not have
been fully captured. Movement of the cells may have negatively impacted radar sampling, as
well. The DMC moved in a north-northwest to south-southeast fashion, nearly perpendicular to
the radar beam. Inbound and outbound velocities may have been underestimated, then, when
convection was not oriented exactly perpendicular to the radar beam due to azimuthal challenges.
Other potential radar sampling problems have already been discussed in Section 2.5.1.
3.5.2 General description of convective cell signatures and movement through the Omaha UHI
As a surface cold front approached the Omaha metropolitan region on 2 July 2008,
convective cells began to quickly develop along the cold front just north of the Omaha UHI.
Topographical effects, intense daytime heating under a cloud-free sky and the surface cold front
provided the necessary triggers to generate the convective cells. Initial development began at or
about 2042 UTC (as viewed on radar); the cells quickly became quite strong and maintained their
strength for just over 30 minutes as they continued moving slowly south-southeast towards the
Omaha UHI - quarter-sized hail was reported several miles north of Omaha in southeastern
Washington County, NE at 2115 UTC. Cells weakened slightly and lost some organization
shortly between 2115 UTC and 2146 UTC. Further strengthening/cell organization occurred
between 2146 UTC and 2158 UTC as the convection interacted with the Omaha UHI. For a few
volume scans during this time, supercell characteristics were clearly visible on base reflectivity
products as convection moved over downtown Omaha (Figures 3.8 - 3.10). Convection rapidly
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dissipated after 2156 UTC as the DMC moved south-southeast of the Omaha UHI. By 2230 UTC
convection had all but disappeared with only weak radar returns visible southeast of the Omaha
UHI. No other cells were observed within 80 km of Omaha while DMC was on-going over the
Omaha UHI. Slight enhancement to convective cells in the southern portion of the Lincoln, NE
UHI, 100 km southwest of Omaha, along the surface frontal boundary and an intersecting outflow
boundary can be observed in time-stepped radar data from 2049 UTC - 2210 UTC with the most
intense activity (40 - 45 dBZ on the 0.5° elevation angle of base reflectivity products) occurring
between 2158 UTC and 2203 UTC (Figure 3.7).
3.5.3. Low-level base reflectivity analysis
The cluster of convective cells began developing shortly before 2043 UTC with the first
echoes capable of producing precipitation visible in southeastern Washington County, NE at 2043
UTC. At this point, cells were weak, with a maximum of 32 dBZ. Cells proceeded to strengthen
for the next eight minutes, while slowly moving south-southeastward. Maximum reflectivity
values leveled off from 2051 UTC to 2059 UTC, hovering between 57.5 and 59.5. Another
period of cell strengthening occurred from 2059 UTC to 2108 UTC, when a maximum dBZ value
of 66 was observed. This was followed by another period of slight weakening from 2108 UTC to
2121 UTC, when maximum dBZ values dropped to 62. An outflow boundary generated by the
convection began to approach the northwestern portion of the Omaha UHI in northern Douglas
County between 2121 UTC and 2125 UTC, quickly producing an east to west oriented line of
echoes extending from the main cluster of cells, which had expanded and encompassed nearly all
of the northeastern quarter of Douglas County. At 2125 UTC, the outflow boundary’s interaction
with the northwestern portion of the Omaha UHI had produced several cells with dBZ values
between 46.5 and 60.5. A maximum value of 62.5 dBZ was located within the main cluster of
cells, 5 km north of the Omaha UHI at 2125 UTC.
By 2129 UTC the main cluster of cells had begun to enter the northern reaches of the
Omaha UHI with a maximum value of 61.5 dBZ. Over the next three volume scans, the main
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cluster of cells maintained a maximum dBZ value of 59 to 60.5, while the line of cells moving
southward through the northwestern quadrant of the Omaha UHI dissipated. As the main cluster
of cells moved directly over downtown Omaha between 2137 UTC and 2154 UTC (Figures 3.8
and 3.9), rapid organization into one cell with supercell signatures occurred, along with maximum
base reflectivity values peaking at 69 dBZ when the cell was located approximately 6 km south of
downtown Omaha. Aforementioned supercell characteristics included a very tight reflectivity
gradient on the southeastern flank of the cell, a visible “V” shape in the cell’s core and faint
indications of a pendant/hook, indicating that there may have been some weak rotation within the
cell; the latter characteristic is explored more in-depth during the BV/SRV analysis. Throughout
the evolution of the cell over the Omaha UHI, an outflow boundary generated by the cluster of
cells earlier in the day continued to move southward and was visible on the 0.5° elevation slice
(Figure 3.8).
Between the 2158 UTC and 2219 UTC scans, the cell weakened (Figure 3.9d-f). This
dissipation was slow at first as indicated by the maximum reflectivity dropping from 69 dBZ at
2158 UTC to 59.5 dBZ at 2211 UTC, when the most concentrated area of high reflectivity values
(those values greater than 55 dBZ) was located 14 km south-southeast of downtown Omaha.
After 2211 UTC cell dissipation was more rapid, with maximum dBZ values dropping to 45.5
dBZ at 2215 UTC, then eventually to less than 20 dBZ by 2223 UTC with no re-generation noted.
One possible explanation for this dissipation evolution is that as the convection continued to
move southeastward away from the Omaha UHI it moved away from a strong source of both lowlevel heat and instability (the Omaha UHI) and into a cooler and more stable environment,
especially in the low levels.
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Figure 3.7: Time series analysis of WSR-88D 0.5° elevation scan maximum base reflectivity
values for the thunderstorm (convection) that moved through the Omaha UHI on July 2, 2008.
The spike in values that occurs between 2150 and 2203 UTC corresponds to the timeframe that
the convection was passing directly over downtown Omaha. Notes: dB = dBZ, Z time is the
same as UTC (used throughout).

Figure 3.8: Time series of WSR-88D 0.5° elevation scan base reflectivity for the convection that
moved through the Omaha UHI on July 2, 2008. Note the organization and increase in
reflectivity values as the convection is passing directly over downtown Omaha between 2150 and
2203 UTC, then the rapid dissipation thereafter.
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Figure 3.9: WSR-88D 1.3° elevation base reflectivity slices (background colors inverted) on 2
July 2008 at (a) 2129 UTC, (b) 2137 UTC, (c) 2145 UTC, (d) 2154 UTC, (e) 2202 UTC, (f) 2211
UTC showing the strengthening and re-organization of convective cells during interaction with
the Omaha UHI and subsequent weakening of convective cells as they moved south-southeast,
away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note the hook-shaped supercell structure as the
cell(s) moved directly over downtown Omaha in panels (c) and (d).
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3.5.4. Mid-level base reflectivity analysis
In the mid-levels, cells began developing over southeastern Washington County
between 2034 and 2042 UTC. Strengthening was slow during this timeframe with maximum
dBZ values increasing from 22.5 to 39 dBZ. Between 2042 and 2059 UTC, cell coverage
expanded and intensity increased from 39 dBZ to 67 dBZ as the core of the convection edged into
north-central Douglas County. From 2059 to 2112 UTC, the main core of convection began to
slowly weaken in intensity as it continued to move southeastward and maximum dBZ values fell
slightly, from 67 dBZ to 62 dBZ. Meanwhile, more cells with dBZ values ranging from 40 to 57
developed along a line stretching 15 to 20 km west-southwestward. This is consistent with where
cell development was seen at both 0.5° and 1.3° along the outflow boundary, thus it can be
inferred that echoes observed at 6.5° in that area are the same cells observed in the 0.5° and 1.3°
angle reflectivity products. Very little change in maximum reflectivity values occurred between
2112 UTC and 2137 UTC as they remained between 58 and 63 dBZ; occasional cell development
with dBZ values as high as 56.5 was generated as the outflow boundary moved through central
and southern portion of Douglas County, interacting with western and central portions of the
Omaha UHI. As it approached the Omaha UHI from the north-northwest, the main convective
activity remained a cluster of unorganized cells through 2137 UTC.
From 2137 to 2154 UTC, the main core of convection underwent a transformation,
which can easily be seen in base reflectivity values at 6.5° (Figure 3.10a-d). The cluster of
unorganized cells rapidly organized into one strong cell with a classic hook shape and a tight
reflectivity gradient, both of which indicate a strong, rotating updraft – essentially the definition
of a supercell. At 2150 UTC, a maximum reflectivity value of 66.5 dBZ was observed. While
this was not the highest value observed through the cells' lifecycle, it is interesting to note that the
maximum reflectivity values had dropped a bit after the initial peak of 67 dBZ was reached, then
increased as the cells interacted with warm, moist air directly over downtown Omaha. That the
cells organized into a supercell in the mid-levels directly over downtown Omaha between 2137
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and 2150 UTC should not be a surprise as this is supported by base reflectivity data at both 0.5°
and 1.3°, which also showed rapid organization into a supercell while enhancement to maximum
reflectivity values occurred.
Much like what occurred at 0.5° and 1.3°, from 2154 to 2202 UTC the cell began to
dissipate and become disorganized as it moved farther and farther away from downtown Omaha
(Figure 3.10d-f). By 2202 UTC, the maximum reflectivity value was 56 dBZ while the area with
dBZ values of 50 or greater had shrunk to a 2.5 by 2.5 km area centered approximately 12 km
southeast of downtown Omaha. After 2202 UTC, cell dissipation occurred quickly as the cell
continued to move away from the Omaha UHI. Reflectivity values leveled off around 29 dBZ by
2216 UTC, with no further re-strengthening.
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Figure 3.10: WSR-88D 6.5° elevation base reflectivity slices (background colors inverted) on 2
July 2008 at (a) 2129 UTC, (b) 2137 UTC, (c) 2145 UTC, (d) 2154 UTC, (e) 2202 UTC, (f) 2211
UTC showing the strengthening and re-organization of convective cells in the mid-level(s) during
interaction with the Omaha UHI and subsequent weakening of convective cells as they moved
south-southeast, away from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note the hook-shaped supercell
structure as the cell(s) moved directly over downtown Omaha in panels (b) and (c).
3.5.5. Upper-level base reflectivity analysis
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Similar to what was visible in radar reflectivity in the mid-levels early in the cells'
evolution, dBZ values at the 12.5° elevation angle increased slowly. From 2034 to 2038 UTC,
maximum dBZ values did not rise above 30.5 and, in fact, fell from 30.5 to 18.5. At 2043 UTC,
however, cells in southeast and south-central Washington County registered reflectivity value of
45 to 51.5 dBZ, indicating rapid vertical development. This rapid strengthening continued
through 2051 UTC as maximum reflectivity values at 12.5° reached 63 dBZ. At the same time,
the 50 dBZ core expanded to encompass an area 5 km by 5 km in southeastern Washington
County. Maximum reflectivity values associated with the initial cell development leveled off at
65 dBZ by 2059 UTC even as the 50 dBZ core expanded to an area approximately 9 km by 9 km.
Cell growth was also noted west-southwestward into Central Douglas County between 2055 and
2059 UTC. Again this is similar to what was observed in both low and mid-level reflectivity
patterns as the outflow boundary began to move into the northern and western fringes of the
Omaha UHI.
From 2059 to 2112 UTC, maximum reflectivity values within the main core of
convection remained around 60 dBZ as the rather unorganized activity continued to propagate
slowly southeastward. Some development was observed just south of the main core, thus by
2112 UTC, there were two areas in the southeastern Washington/northeastern Douglas region that
had reflectivity values greater than 50 dBZ. Both were rather small; in total, they covered 64
km². Reflectivity values greater than 40 dBZ were still evident in a line that extended
approximately 25 km west-southwestward from the main area of echoes. Between 2112 and
2133 UTC, the two areas with reflectivity values greater than 50 dBZ consolidated into one area,
which shrunk to an area covering just 8 km² a few km north of the Omaha UHI. Within that
small core, maximum reflectivity values remained between 56.5 and 63 dBZ. The 63 dBZ
reflectivity occurred directly over the Omaha UHI at 2133 UTC.
As the convection moved directly over the Omaha UHI from 2133 to 2142 UTC,
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reflectivity values topped out at 64 dBZ and areal coverage of the 50 dBZ core increased to
approximately 66 km². This areal expansion of the 50 dBZ core represents an eight-fold growth
as the convection moved directly over the Omaha UHI. Certainly this increase was a direct
influence of the warmer Omaha UHI; as the core of the highest reflectivity values moved farther
away from the Omaha UHI, areal coverage of the 50 dBZ reflectivity values completely vanished
by 2154 UTC. Maximum reflectivity values continued to drop to less than 20 dBZ at the 12.5
elevation angle by 2211 UTC with no further re-intensification observed (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: WSR-88D 10.0° elevation base reflectivity slices (background colors inverted) on 2
July 2008 at (a) 2129 UTC, (b) 2137 UTC, (c) 2145 UTC, (d) 2154 UTC, (e) 2202 UTC, (f) 2211
UTC showing the upper-level strengthening of convective cells during interaction with the
Omaha UHI and subsequent weakening of convective cells as they moved south-southeast, away
from the influence of the Omaha UHI. Note that the most intense reflectivity values (≥ 60 dBZ)
occur as the cell(s) moved directly over the downtown Omaha in panels (b) and (c).
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Figure 3.12: Time series analysis of WSR-88D MEHS (in cm) for the thunderstorm (convection)
that moved through the Omaha UHI on 2 July 2008. The spike in values that occurs between
2142 and 2154 UTC corresponds to the timeframe that the convection was moving over
downtown Omaha. Note: Z time is the same time as UTC.
3.5.6. Base reflectivity cross-section analysis
To show the effect that the Omaha UHI had on the evolution of convection, cross-section
analysis begins at 2116 UTC and ends at 2215 UTC. The 2116 UTC base reflectivity crosssection was fairly representative of the vertical storm structure from just after the convective
activity’s first peak (approximately 2052 UTC) through 2116 UTC. Cross-sections from 2116 2128 UTC were cut in a north-northwest to south-southeast fashion, from just southeast of Blair,
NE, in southeastern Washington County to the southeastern corner of Sarpy County, NE, a cut
that is mostly perpendicular to the radar beam. In the 2116 UTC base reflectivity cross-section,
convection was mostly upright with just a little forward leaning in the southern portion of the
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DMC, particularly in the lowest 4570 m. The 50 dBZ core extends to just under 7620 m, so it
was a borderline severe storm at this point. DMC at 2116 UTC was fairly wide when compared
with later cross-section cuts. As the convection approached downtown Omaha, the 2120 and
2124 UTC base reflectivity cross-sections showed that it had appeared to split. A weaker, more
upright cell remained to the north, while the southern cell appeared to have strengthened. This
was ascertained by noting that the 50 dBZ level approached 8535 m by 2124 UTC. Also, the cell
began to lean forward more towards the inflow in the unstable air. The middle portion of the
DMC may have also collapsed from 2116 UTC through 2124 UTC as higher reflectivity values
became increasing more concave or bowl-shaped vertically in the middle of the convection. This
cell collapse likely produced a downdraft that spread out and influenced the vertical structure of
both the northern and southern portions of the DMC during this timeframe. By 2128 UTC DMC
nearing downtown Omaha was very strong, with 50 dBZ values extending up to 10060 m and a
forward tilt still evident. Some development in the lowest 1220 m had begun on the far southern
flank of the main convective core, directly over downtown Omaha. Convection to the north had
not strengthened, as the 50 dBZ core remained below 4570 m with weaker reflectivity values
extending only 1830 m higher - to 6400 m.
At 2133 UTC, the southern half of the convection was completely within the Omaha
UHI. There was clearly a forward tilt on the southern end with mid-level overhang evident above
5180 m. More development in the lower 3050 m was also evident along the southern flank
directly over downtown Omaha. Although the 50 dBZ reflectivity core did not extend above
6400 m in the upright portion of the convection, it was clear that the updraft remained strong,
since 45 dBZ values extend up to 10060 m. Cells to the north continued to weaken - the 50 dBZ
had dropped below 2440 m, while weaker reflectivity values extended up to only 5790 m.
Rapid organization and strengthening appeared to have occurred to the main core of
convection between 2133 and 2141 UTC, as a well-defined tilt was visible, the 50 dBZ core
extended up to 10670 m, an area of mid-level overhang was evident between 4265 and 6705 m
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and a very tight reflectivity gradient was evident along the southern flank of the storm, all
signatures indicative of updraft strengthening over the Omaha UHI. The northern part of the
convection continued to weaken - by 2141 UTC weak reflectivity values extended up to 3655 m
with no indication of any 50 dBZ reflectivity values within the vertical structure.
At 2145 UTC the core of the DMC was directly over downtown Omaha. The storm was
strongly forward-tilted and more compact than in many of the previous volume scans discussed in
this section. A very tight reflectivity gradient was still evident in the lowest 3655 m at the
leading edge of the advancing convection. From 3960 m up to 6705 m, mid-level overhang was
quite pronounced with hints of a bounded weak echo region between 3350 and 5180 m. The 50
dBZ core also continued to extend vertically in the storm to over 9145 m. All of these signatures
indicated that the updraft remained intense directly over the warmer, more unstable air within the
Omaha UHI. Little change occurred between 2145 and 2149 UTC as DMC remained quite strong
and compact directly over downtown Omaha.
DMC was located just a few km southeast of downtown Omaha at 2154 UTC. Although
still very-well organized and quite compact, the convection appeared to be weakening. First, the
50 dBZ core extended only up to 6705 m. Second, the forward tilt was not as pronounced. Third,
the area of mid-level overhand had dropped to the 1525 to 2745 m range with no bounded weak
echo region visible. Fourth, the tight reflectivity gradient at the leading edge of the storm had
relaxed considerably. Cell weakening was very noticeable in the 2158 UTC base reflectivity
cross section. The 50 dBZ core was mainly confined to the lowest 3355 m with little mid-level
overhang, a more diffuse forward tilt and a looser reflectivity gradient in the lowest 2745 m of the
storm. By this time the core of the convection was located approximately 10 km southeast of
downtown Omaha. At 2202 UTC, the bulk of the 50 dBZ reflectivity values were confined to the
lowest 2135 m of the cell. A forward tilt to the vertical structure was still evident with 40 dBZ
reflectivity values extending up to 8230 m. No mid-level overhang was visible; no tight
reflectivity gradient was visible.
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By 2206 UTC, the cell was quite weak, with no organized core of 50 dBZ reflectivity
values above 1830 m. Although a forward tilt was still noticeable, 40 dBZ values extended only
to 6400 m vertically with no mid-level overhang observed. At this point, DMC had shifted 15 20 km southeast of downtown Omaha. By 2210 UTC, the cell had essentially dissipated; 50 dBZ
reflectivity values were not observed above 1220 m, 40 dBZ values were not observed above
3355 m and there was very little tilt. There was very little in the way of a vertical storm structure
to analyze at 2215 UTC. No 50 dBZ reflectivity values were discernible and 40 dBZ reflectivity
values extended up to only 2440 m, indicating that the cell continued to collapse as it was some
20 - 25 km southeast of downtown Omaha.
3.5.7. Low-level velocity product analysis
As is discernible in cross-sections of base and storm relative velocity, it is not evident
that any type of outflow boundary was responsible for initially triggering the convection during
the 2038 UTC - 2051 UTC timeframe; convection appeared to be generated by uplift along the
cold front with the additive effect of the bluffs in southeastern Washington County and
northeastern Douglas County. Inbound velocities increase from 5 - 8 ms-1 across northern
Douglas County to the 10 - 13 ms-1 range at approximately 500 m AGL farther north, behind the
cold frontal boundary.
Between 2055 and 2059 UTC, the lower portion of the reflectivity core (greater than 55
dBZ) began to descend to below 1525 m in southeast Washington County. As a result, a
downdraft/outflow boundary of approximately 13 ms-1 is clearly observable at both of these
times; meanwhile, the cell in north-central Douglas County had collapsed and generated a weak
(8 - 10 ms-1) outflow boundary. Coupled with the outflow boundary produced by the convection
in southeast Washington County, the outflow boundary generated by the collapsed convective
cell in north-central Douglas County produced more convection (in linear fashion) just ahead of
the cold front.
By 2104 UTC, the downdraft had intensified to the 13 - 17 ms-1 range (17 ms-1 at just
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over 700 m) as the line of convection continued to move slowly south-southeast toward the
northeastern border of Douglas County. From shortly after the convection intensified (2038
UTC) to 2104 UTC, a pronounced updraft tilt (southeast to northwest) had existed. Given the
south-southeastward movement of the surface cold front and the winds in the mid-levels, this tilt
makes sense.
At 2108 UTC, a 15 - 17 ms-1 downdraft/outflow boundary continued to persist below
1000 m as the cluster of cells began to slowly cross into northeastern Douglas County. The
outflow boundary itself was beginning to generate convection just north of the Omaha UHI.
The faint outline of the outflow boundary was visible across central and western Douglas
County in the lowest two storm-relative velocity elevation scans by 2112 UTC. Maximum
inbound velocities of 15 ms-1 at 715 m, 18 ms-1 at 490 m and 17 ms-1 at 275 m were observed in
southeastern Washington County, while 13 - 15 ms-1 winds were common at the leading edge of
the outflow boundary in extreme northeastern Douglas County.
Two regions of higher velocities were present at 2116 UTC - one associated with the core
of the convection, where 20 ms-1 at 300 m was evident (possibly indicating the cell’s collapse)
and along the outflow boundary in the northern portion of the UHI, where 19 ms-1 at 330 m was
evident. As one would expect, the outflow boundary was still faintly visible as it progressed
southward through central and western Douglas County.
Again, two regions of maximized velocity were visible at 2121 UTC. In the core of the
convection, over northeastern Douglas County inbound velocities of 20 ms-1 at 240 m, 16 ms-1 at
395 m and values less than 15 ms-1 above 600 m indicate that indeed the core of the cell was
confined to the lowest 600 m. Along the outflow boundary, just 3 - 4 km northwest of downtown
Omaha, 19 ms-1 at 400 m and 24 ms-1 at 570 m were evident. These values make physical sense as the core of the cell descended to the ground, momentum (downward-directed air meeting the
ground) forced that air to move rapidly away from the cell, enhancing the downstream wind
maxima just behind the outflow boundary. This can be understood from both mass transfer and
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pressure perturbation perspectives - mass is transferred downward to the ground and outward
once it hits the ground, forcing a pressure rise/jump downstream as that added mass spreads out.
Within the core of the convection at 2125 UTC, a maximum of 20 ms-1 was present at
240 m, while no velocity values greater than 15 ms-1 existed above 500 m. The outflow boundary
contained several pockets of 13 - 18 ms-1 velocity values, which appeared to be enhancing
upward vertical motion and intensifying isolated convective cells as they interacted with western
and central sections of Omaha’s UHI.
The outflow boundary continued to move rapidly south-southeastward with maximum
velocity values of 24 ms-1 at 375 m about 5 km south of downtown Omaha at 2129 UTC. At the
same time, the organized cluster of cells (with 11 - 14 ms-1 winds in the core) continued to move
slowly south-southeastward and began to interact with the northern portion of Omaha UHI.
Little change in velocity values occurred between 2129 and 2141 UTC as the main cluster of
convection became less organized. By 2141 UTC the outflow boundary extended from Council
Bluffs southwestward to just south of Papillion to several kilometers southwest of Papillion.
Maximum low level velocity values at 2141 UTC were 12 ms-1 at 215 m in central Douglas
County associated with the main cluster of convection and 23 - 25 ms-1 at 410 m in northeastern
Sarpy County associated with the outflow boundary.
Convection re-organized directly over downtown Omaha between 2141 and 2154 UTC,
but this is not illustrated in how strong the velocity values were in the low levels during this time
(which remained less than 15 ms-1) - it is reflected in the low velocity pattern. Rather than merely
containing outbound winds, as the convection organized over downtown Omaha low-level
cyclonic circulation formed, indicating that there was some weak rotation within the supercell
structure. It may be that in slow-moving storms such as this one, the unstable air over urban areas
has enough time to act on convective cells in such a way that low-level circulation/rotation is
induced.
As the storm moved away from the influence of the Omaha UHI after 2158 UTC, the
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storm lost its supercell structure as well as its low level rotational signature. By 2216 UTC, all
evidence of rotation in the low levels had disappeared as low level velocity values remained
below 10 ms-1. SRV values at 3.1° show how the low level circulation evolved as the convection
interacted with the Omaha UHI (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: WSR-88D 3.1° elevation slice of SRV (colors inverted) on 2 July 2008 at (a) 2133
UTC, (b) 2137 UTC, (c) 2141 UTC, (d) 2145 UTC, (e) 2149 UTC, (f) 2154 UTC as convective
cells moved south-southeastward through the Omaha UHI and organized into a supercell
structure. Pink colors correspond to inbound velocity values; blue values correspond to outbound
values. The RDA is just beyond the northwest corner of each panel. Note the well-defined
circulation that develops within the convective cell directly over and just downwind downtown
Omaha in panels (b), (c), (d) and (e).
3.5.8. Base velocity cross-section analysis
There were no discernible signatures of convection strengthening in base velocity crosssection products.
3.5.9. DVIL/MEHS analysis
DVIL and MEHS values increased rapidly within the main convective core during the
initial development phase (2047 to 2059 UTC) in southeast Washington County; DVIL increased
from 18.1 kgm-2 to 90.9 kgm-2, while MEHS increased from 1.9 cm to 5.4 cm. This was followed
by a rapid decrease in DVIL and MEHS values through 2116 UTC as the main convective core
moved into northeastern Douglas County; DVIL dropped to 44.7 kgm-2, while MEHS values fell
to 2.4 cm. Meanwhile, within the convection that had developed along the outflow boundary
across north-central Douglas County, DVIL values remained relatively low - less than 40 kgm-2,
while MEHS values remained less than 1.2 cm within the line. As the line of convection
extending westward along the outflow boundary dissipated and the associated DVIL and MEHS
values weakened, another spike in DVIL and MEHS values associated with the main convective
core occurred from 2121 to 2129 UTC when the cells entered the northern part of the Omaha
UHI; DVIL values reached 75.3 kgm-2 and MEHS values reached 3.9 cm (Figure 3.14a-b and
Figure 3.15a-b).
Interestingly, as the main core of convection moved south-southeastward over the Omaha
UHI between 2129 and 2145 UTC, the best indication of the Omaha UHI's influence as seen in
these reflectivity products appears in MEHS (Figure 3.15b-d). Maximum DVIL values pulsed to
as high as 67.8 kgm-2 at 2137 UTC (Figure 3.14c) as convection was directly over downtown
Omaha, while MEHS values peaked again at 4.9 cm. As the convection began to move away
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from downtown Omaha, but still remained relatively close (within 6 km) through 2150 UTC,
maximum DVIL values remained between 61.2 and 62.7 kgm-2, while maximum MEHS values
remained between 4.0 cm and 4.6 cm. After 2150 UTC, the convection moved farther away from
the Omaha UHI and weakened rapidly. This was evident in both maximum DVIL and MEHS
values (Figures 3.14e-f and 3.15e-f).
DVIL and MEHS values dropped rapidly to 35.1 kgm-2 and 1.4 cm, respectively, by 2158
UTC, when convection was only 14 to 15 km south-southeast of downtown Omaha. Just 13
minutes later, no DVIL or MEHS signatures were detected. Interestingly, within the evolution of
the convection, the main core of high DVIL and MEHS values started out rather large (over 15
km by 15 km in area), but became quite compact (less than 5 km by 5 km in area) as it interacted
with the Omaha UHI . Perhaps coincidentally, the compact 5 km by 5 km area is roughly
equivalent to the size of the downtown Omaha.
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Figure 3.14: WSR-88D DVIL (background colors inverted) on 2 July 2008 at (a) 2121 UTC, (b)
2129 UTC, (c) 2137 UTC, (d) 2145 UTC, (e) 2154 UTC, (f) 2202 UTC showing the
strengthening of convective cells during interaction with the Omaha UHI and subsequent
weakening of convective cells as they moved south-southeast, away from the influence of the
Omaha UHI. Pink corresponds to DVIL values ≥ 60 kgm-2. Note that the highest DVIL values
occur as the cell(s) moved directly over downtown Omaha in panels (c) and (d).
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Figure 3.15: WSR-88D MEHS (background colors inverted) on 2 July 2008 at (a) 2121 UTC, (b)
2129 UTC, (c) 2137 UTC, (d) 2145 UTC, (e) 2154 UTC, (f) 2202 UTC as convective cells
moved south-southeastward through the Omaha UHI. Pink colors correspond to MEHS ≥ 5.1 cm.
Note that the largest MEHS values and most expansive region(s) of high MEHS values occur
when convective cells are directly over and just downwind of the Omaha UHI in panels (c) and
(d).
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS
4.1. Conclusions from the 27 June 2008 Case
Convective activity initially developed in the warm, moist unstable airmass, where upper
level divergence combined with forcing ahead of both a mid-level shortwave and the surface cold
front. The line of thunderstorms quickly organized and the southern portion of the line became
the dominant feature, propagating into the moist low-level air.
1200Z 27 June 2008 upper air plots as well as the 1200 UTC 27 June 2008 KOAX SkewT Log-P sounding (Figures 2.1 - 2.4) showed the presence of mid-level instability, in the form of
relatively steep lapse rates, as well as high amounts of low level moisture (dewpoints as high as
10°C at 850 hPa in over Omaha), relatively strong speed and directional shear between 850 hPa
and 500 hPa and the potential for strong convective winds in the form of a slight inverted V
temperature/moisture profile. The effects of daytime heating likely increased the inverted V
signature, priming the atmosphere over Omaha for thunderstorms with heavy rainfall and strong,
gusty winds.
In this case, both the UHI and HIC likely played significant roles in increasing both the
strength and longevity of thunderstorms. From late morning to mid-afternoon, an analysis of
surface observations revealed that a UHI of 2° - 4°C, as observed in MesoWest observational
data, developed over urbanized areas of the Omaha metropolitan region. The strongest UHI
temperature signal was directly over and just downwind of the heavily urbanized areas in and
very near downtown Omaha (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). This warmer, more unstable low-level air in
the boundary layer over and just downwind of the Omaha UHI likely helped strengthen
convective updrafts as in a manner similar to that shown in studies of St Louis (Ackerman et. al,
1978; Kropfli and Kohn, 1978) and Chicago (Keen and Lyons, 1978; Changnon, 1980), but on a
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slightly smaller scale. Surface observations also show the presence of a weak HIC. As noted by
Harnack and Landsberg (1975) as well as in Kurbatskii (2001), Ohashi and Kida (2002),
Ackerman (1974a, b, 1977), Wong and Dirks (1978), Shreffler (1978, 1979), Vukovich et al.
(1976), Vukovich and Dunn (1978) and Hjemfelt (1981) an HIC can help increase the potential
for thunderstorm development over an urban region by increasing upward vertical motion, even
when conditions are only marginally favorable for convective development. Even though
conditions for convective development were more than marginally favorable, it does appear that
the Omaha UHI did help strengthen/organize pre-existing convection.
Using Doppler weather radar, it is difficult to determine whether or not thunderstorms
weakened substantially before reaching the Omaha UHI due to the convection moving directly
through the “cone of silence”. Certainly, there appeared to be some strengthening as
thunderstorms moved through the Omaha UHI as noted in base reflectivity products (Figures 2.7
and 2.8) and base reflectivity cross-sections as well as DVIL (Figure 2.10), MEHS (Figure 2.11)
and radar wind products such as base velocity, base velocity cross-sections and SRV (Figure 2.9).
Convection remained strong for several tens of kilometers as a result of cell merging just
downwind of the Omaha. The cell merging occurred as a direct result of the rapid development
of convective cells over southern portions of the Omaha UHI, interacting/merging with the parent
line of convection east southeast of the Omaha UHI. Cell merging appeared to enhance
convection and kept it very strong for several volume scans (a few tens of kilometers) as it
continued to propagate away from the Omaha UHI. A secondary peak in several weather radar
products, including base reflectivity at multiple levels, DVIL, and MEHS support this conclusion.
When dynamics associated with the cell merging began to dissipate, the convection weakened also observed in weather radar products.
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4.2. Conclusions from the 2 July 2008 Case
Initially, multi-cell DMC developed along a slow-moving cold front north of the Omaha
UHI. Convection then began to weaken before intensifying and organizing into a single
thunderstorm with supercell characteristics directly over downtown Omaha, the most intense
portion of the Omaha UHI. Shortly after moving away from the Omaha UHI, DMC dissipated.
As noted in Chapter III, this was the only convective activity within 100 km, so it appeared that
the Omaha UHI likely played a role in sustaining, re-intensifying and re-organizing the DMC.
The synoptic scale setup was conducive to thunderstorm development, with a strong surface cold
front coupled with strong upper-level divergence, mid-level shortwave activity, strong low- to
mid-level instability and low-level CAA moving into a warm, moist airmass during the hottest
part of the day.
It appears that the extra 2° - 5°C of warming directly over the Omaha UHI, as observed
in MesoWest surface observations in and around the Omaha UHI increased lapse rates and
decreased stability just enough to enhance convection locally. Several Doppler weather radar
products, both base and derived, bear this out. After analyzing base reflectivity, base velocity and
storm relative velocity products from 2030 to 2230 UTC, it is clear that convection intensified
and became better organized as it moved south-southeastward into the Omaha UHI (Figures 3.7 3.15). Reflectivity values within the thunderstorm peaked and the thunderstorm was at its most
organized, with some low- to mid-level circulation apparent, directly over and just downwind of
downtown Omaha. Then, as the thunderstorm moved farther and farther away from the Omaha
UHI (Figure 3.7), it was observed to decrease rapidly in intensity and become les organized.
The 0.5° base reflectivity time series from 2142 UTC to 2207 UTC (Figure 3.8) captured
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the intensification and re-organization of the convection as it moved directly over downtown
Omaha as well as the subsequent dissipation. This evolution is better observed in the 1.3°
elevation base reflectivity time series depicted in Figure 3.9, wherein the convection is shown to
transition from multi-cell mode to supercell mode, complete with a hook echo over the Omaha
UHI before dissipating.
Base velocity and storm relative velocity products show a somewhat disorganized wind
field transitioning to a more organized circulation, especially in the low- and mid-levels of the
thunderstorm as it moved directly over the Omaha UHI. This is especially evident in the 3.1°
elevation angle of the storm relative velocity between 2133 and 2154 UTC (Figure 3.13). Once
the convection moved away from the Omaha UHI, the circulation quickly weakened and lost its
organization.
MEHS and DVIL products, including a MEHS time series (Figure 3.12), indicate that the
Omaha UHI played a large role in strengthening the updraft after the initial cell development.
This can be seen during the 2137 - 2202 UTC time period, when a secondary spike in MEHS
values up to 5 cm occurred, just as convection was interacting with the Omaha UHI. As with
other WSR-88D products, once the convection moved away from the Omaha UHI, MEHS values
dropped dramatically and quickly. Maximum DVIL values also were observed to peak above 60
dBZ when convection moved through the Omaha UHI (Figure 3.14).
It is fairly obvious the convection that moved through the Omaha UHI on 2 July 2008 was
initiated by factors other the UHI, but was strengthened and organized into a single thunderstorm
with supercell characteristics as it interacted with the warmer low-level air directly over the
Omaha UHI. Surface observations, Doppler weather radar data and lack of convection within
100 km of the Omaha UHI during the same time period support this conclusion.
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